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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER.
(Register, Est. May, 'SA
Standard, Est. April Me.
PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY MORNING, FE13RUARY,2g, 1907
MRS. THAW
CALLED BACK
ITO STAND BY DISTRICT AT.
TORNEY JEROME YESTER-
DAY MORNING.
BROTHER, HOWARD NESBIT,
MAY CONTRADICT EVELYN
ID R. BURTON EVANS ON THE
STAND FOR CROSS EX-
.
• AMINATION.
.4listtorney Delmer Says the Defense
Will Conclude Its Case
This Week.
New York, Feb. 27.—Ms. Debtors
said the defeuse would conclude its
-ease this week.
New York, I-eh. 27.—In beginning
his crass-examination of Dr. Binga-
man OK Thaw family physician, Mr.
Jerome said again: "If I find th.s man
,is crary, I'll say so."
- New York, Feb. minutes
before court opened today Evelyn
Nesbit That entered the court room
accomparaied b .4., ,niti
scccupied by the tendanes counsel,
took a seat dt• **lid of a table
.-1:ext to the chair occupied by her
and. Itonsedistely after court
onvened Mr O'Reilly, of counsel for
asv, led Mrs. Thaw and Mrs. Caine
from the room. Mrs. Thaw did not
get a chance to speak to her bus-
but,
• trrome then stated that he had
overlooked something in his cross-
examination of Mrs. Thaw, end asked
that slit be recalled for a few ques-
tious, stating that it was not merely
a matter affecting the credibility of
the witness, but a matter which be
might wish to attempt to controvert
on rebuttal, and hc wished to lay a
foundation foe suds actios by calling
her attention to the matter. Mrs
Thaw was therefore recalled
Purpose Shown.
Ply his first question Mr. Jerome
indicated that he intends to call How-
ort-liastat to the stand to cootzadSet
sister. The prosecution is allowed
I to contradict traversable or material
I facts, hut cannot controvert collateral
facts
"Did you sec your brother at Mar-
ion. Maas., after your retwn from
Enrone in oarn?" asked the district
attneoey.
"I did not," replied Mrs Thaw.
' "Where did you see him"
/ "la New York.'
"Did you not tell him in substance
that while you were abroed you had
leen brutally abused by Thaw, who
bad tried to induce you to tell lies
avainst Mr. White to the effect that
1111t. White had dragged and seduced
-you, which statements you then and
Allbere told your brother were false'"
She Did Not.
"I did not."
"lYsittft you tell your brother that
at a pistors point had corn-
yen to make statements against
"I did not.°
' "And that the statements were
lies?"
"?dd not"
"Did he not ask you if you feared
violence and you said you did, end he
said you should arm yourself for pro-
tection?'
"I remember no such conversation."
' "Did he not say you should havea
revolver?' 
_
"He did not" .. •
"Didn't he buy you a revolver?"
"He did not."
"Didn't you eve him money to buy
' a revolver?"
"r did not."
s "That is all," said Mr. Jerome
Mrs. Thaw etepped down end left
The toom.
Dr. Chas. F. Bingaman of Pittsburg,
the Thaw family physician, followed
Mks. Thaw on the stand. Under the
guidance of Mv. Delmas he told of
seeing Thaw on Novernbet 16, nacia,
at which time he was very nervous
a.nd melanchely. ire was sleeping
and eating very little and seemed
-very much changed from his former
"condition. He had known Thaw' frotst
childhood and be was formerly of ti
losoyant nature.
On Augnet 17, roo6, the witness
called on 'Thaw in the Tombs, and
again saw him September it. He was
not sleeping well and was nervous.
4-re had delusion's. among them were
cdatipiracies agghlost him having
as their object dRher hit railroading
to an insane asylum or his death.l•
View WE 2.0tOt. •
Mt Definite %toe alseet to lay a
AL-
foundation for the questioning of Dr.
Bingaman as an expert, but Mr.
Jerome interrupted. "It is nob neces-
sary, Mr. Delmas. I'd sooner have as
to this defendant's insanity the opin-
ion of a general practitioner who has
known him for thirty years than the
opinions of all the experts there are
—with due respect to my own," and
Mr. Jerome smiled at Drs. Flint, Mac-
Donald and Mahon, who daily sit
beside him.
Dr. Bingaman said he believed
Thaw was irrational and laboring un-
der delusions. Newspapers had been
woven into the cell bars to keep the
draft out, and Thaw told him the
authorities %sere allowing the wind
to blow in on him so that he would
contract pneumonia and die and thus
prevent his case coming to trial. Dr.
Bingaman told Thaw then that the
pulse was a hit irregular. Thaw re-
plied that this was a condition that
had followed "the act of providence."
Mr. Jerome here began his cross-
examination by asking as to the taint
of insanity in Thaw's family Mr
Delmas immediately objected.
Sane Now.
Sev•ral alienist% will take the stand
for the defense for the purpose, n
is expected, of testifying that Thaw
is now sane. The defense's task dos
not end with proving that he was
insane at the time of the 'homicide,
but they must prove that he harn since
recovered and can safely be set free.
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw left the stand
yesterday unbroken To be sure. Mr.
Jerome brought out a number of facts
which do not redound to the credit
of the young woman and which may
even be said to reflect on her credi-
bility, but aside from making her ad-
mit that the facts hardly justify the
inference that she was drugged at
the time she says Stanford White
ruined her, her story remains in all
its essential details just as she origi-
nally told it. Whether her credibility
has been sufficiently attacked to create
doubt in the minds of the jury as
to her telling the story to Thaw that
is said to have unhinged his mind is
a matter that only the sasOlict can
decide.
The verdict can only decide whether
the relatiosta which existed between
Thaw and Evelyn Nesbit after she
told him her story were such as to
`raise a question regarding the sin-
cerity of his feeling for her and
create a doubt as to the claim that
his act was the result of constant
brooding on her wrongs. Just what
the coart will allow him to show can-
not even he guessed at now.
PUNISH THE GUILTY
MEN. SAYS PETERS
Minister Asks If Jerome Will Act on
Evidence Against "Lepers of
High Life."
New York, Feb. 27 " [he. Lepers
of High Life" was the theme of the
sermon of the Rev. Madison C. Peters,
in the Majestic thettre. While be
did not mention the name, it was clear
that he referred to the Thaw trial
when 'he said: "The haunts of sin
ars mainly supported by the men
from our fashionable avenues and
palatial mansions, a great number of
whom are trembling lest the lancet
of public opinion should lay open
their festering sores."
"New York," he continued, has
been obliged in the last week to be
hold the revolting spectacle of a
young woman hacked and mangled
on the witness stand, held up to in-
famy and the scorn of a cruel world,
while the names of guilty men were
whispered in silence . It is the old
story of stoning the womau and let-
ting the man go free.
"The district attorney evidently is
now in possession of facts which wiU
enable him to attack the lepers of
high life in their lair, bring them out
of the darkness of their dens and into
the light of day.
'Sodom and Gomorrah were as
suburbs of Jerusalem when compared
with modern New York, and it is
high time that Ithe preachers, the
watchmen on the walls of Zion. sound
the alarm and come out boldly in de-
fense of truth and righteousness. Mr.
Jerome seems to have a good know-
ledge of the city's iniquity. Then,
what will he do to bring the kid-
gloved and be-diamond to justice?
What steps will he take to exterpate
the dens of vice"
• •
NOTED CHARACTER DEAD.
imm••••••••
"Camp Meeting John," Who Preach-
ed for Grant, Dim.
tolutribus, O., Feb: 27.—Word has
reached here from Portland, Ore.,
that she Rev. John F. Naugle, once
a resident of Franklin county, and
&crown to Methodists throughout the
•
United States as "Camp Meeting
Joint" and who preached a series of
siermons at Washington, D. C., dur-
ing the administration of President
Grant, which were attended every
night by the president. members of
congress and many others, died at his
home there Smithy night
Attractive Opening Exercises for the
High School Department—
News of Social Nature.
"lhe Kalescophic club will meet to-
morrow morning with Miss Kathleen
Whnefield of Seventh and Kentucky
avenue.
Legion Social.
The High Legion will give its so
cial tomorrow evening at the Red
Men's ball on North Fourth street,
and the prospects arc for a delight
fia time by the members. ,
Install Auxiliary.
Mrs Waltz of Evansville, Ind, will
arrive here tomorrow night and Sat-
urday install the Woman's Auxiliary
organized here by the wives of con-
euctors running out of here,over the
Illinois Central and Ns C. & St. L.
railroads. The lledles banded twa
weeks ago, and now that official of
the national body effects the installa-
tion.
Alumni Association.
The- Padticali High School Alumni
Assoelation meets at 4 o'clock tomor-
row afternoon tat the Washington
beisding on West Broadway.
D. A. R. Chapter Toth,.
Mrs. Dr. D. G. Murrell of Broad-
way entertains the Daughters of the
American Revolution tomorrow af-
ternoon at her residence.
bide' Pair Here.
Miss Effie Boughter and Mr. Mark
Sexton were married yesterday after-
noon at 4 o'clock at Kuttawa and ar-
rived here in the evening, now being
at the New Mainland hotel. They are
now woo their bridal toyr.
The bride is the pretty and popu-
lar daughter of Mr. Mark Bough-
ter, ex-sheriff of Lyon county, while
tFe groom is the son of Dr. Sexton,
the well known physician of that
city. • "
The bride is eighteen years of age
asd the groom twenty years of age.
Opening Exercises.
As the opening exercises this
mooning for the high school at the
Washington building on West Broad-
way Mr. Richard Scott will render
several beautiful vocal solos. For to-
morrow morning's opening feature
Miss Virginia Newell, the talented
musical instructor, wilt lecture on
"Musical Events In .kmerica During
Tile Past Year."
Surprise Tacky Party.
'An enjoyable surprise tacky party
v.-as given Tuesday evening to Miss
Henrietta Earnhardt by quite a ntrm-
ber of her little friends. Delicious
refreshments were served and prizes
awarded Miss Marguret Leveau and
Mr. Lezie Grief for being the tackiest
garbed girl and boy.
Those there were Misses Madge
Grief, Margaret Levean. 'Juliette
Pace, Ellen Mansfield, Metric Nich-
ols, Ida Dean Trainer, ha Earnhardt,
Luea Trainer, Henrietta Earnhardt,
avid ?stessrs. Joseph Pace, Leeie Grief,
Hal Earnhardt, Louis Leveau, Herb-
ert F.vitts and Wm. Hotchkiss.
Former Paducah Lady.
Friends here have received infor-
mation to effect that last week Mil,
Irene Isabelle Benner and Mr.
George Clarence Belknap were mar-
ried in Tideoute, Penn. It was quite
an elaborate wedding. The bride for-
merly resided in Paducah, being the
daughter of Mr.' Charles T. Benner,
who conducted the Sixth and Trim-
ble street grocery. She is a sister
of Mr. Robert Cs Benner. the life in-
surance agent who moved west last
One et the best types of self-denial
Is denying ourselves the pleasure of
saying hareh things. of others.--Chi-
cages Tribune.
_
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KALESOPHIC 13 SAM FARMER'S BODY
CLUB MEETING LYING IN CLARK'S RIVER?
MISS KATHLEEN 41HITEFIELD
ENTERTAINS THE BODY
TOMORROW.
.4
HUM LEOION SOCIAL
TOMORROW EVENING
FRIENDS FROM BENTON YESTERDAY FOUND HIS MULES,
HALF OF THE WAGON, HIS TRUNK AND OTHER THINGS,
BUT THIS FAR HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO LOCATE THE
BODY WHICH THEY THINK IS RESTING ON BOTTOM OF
STREAM—HE LEFT PADUCAH LAST SATURDAY OVERLAND
FOR HIS BENTON HOME, AND THE LAST SEEN OF HIM
WAS WHEN HE ENTERED THE CLARK'S RIVER BOTTOMS.
That Samuel Farmer of Benton is
a dead man his friends have no doubt,MRS. DR. D. 9. MURRELL EN-
TERTAINS D. A. R. CHAP-
TER TOM 
l and they are now searching for his
ORROW. body, while their efforts have suc-
ceeded in locating his team of mules,
half his wagon, the trunk it con-
tained and other property belonging
to him. The searching party is now
dragging the bottom of Clark's river,
twenty-two miles out of Paducah and
two miles this side of Benton,. for every effort will be made to find thehis body which they think is at the hod- supposed to be in bottom of the
bottom. The • surmise is the team river, which is very narrow at that
and man were swept away by the rag-
ing river and Mr. Farmer drowned.
Mr. Farmer is the huckster of Padu-
cah and Benton, and last Friday he
drove 'his team and wagon to this
city, coining overland, buying and
selling huckster goods. Friday night
he stopped at the livesy stable on
Second and Washington streets, and
finishing his business started home
Saturday morning. He went out the
Benton road and getting to the Mc-
Coy ford at Clark's river, drove his
team into the stream and started
across. It had bets raining hard and
the river's current was very swift
That.yras the last seen of him, and
becalming uneasy at his absence his
family Monday telephoned to Hon.
MikeOliner, the attorney of Paducah,
to se0 if the laUer could locate Mr.
Far r. A systematic search was
roar* and traces of the huckster
were1 secured to the Clark's river
ford.hvhere he was lost sight of.
Baas convinced he was drowned
the party yesterday morning found
ireees,_ 
NO SALOONS FOR
CLARKSVILLE
ANTI
-SALOON FORCES CARRY
THE DAY BY asa MA-
JORITY.
ov lee oft"
Charter Will Now Be Repealed by
The Legislature and Saloons
Must Go.
Tene Fel, 37 —The
anti-aaloon people won a ictory yes-
terday in the election had here to de-
cide whether or not saloons shall
be closed. When the vole was counted
it stood • "Drye," *hi; "Wtes," 557, the
former's majority being ans. The
fight was warm from the begisming,
both aides taking an active interest
and doing everything possible to will.
The defeat of the "Wets" was pre-
dicted early iii the day. Two thou-
sand men, women and children pa-
raded the streets, and when they
made Their appearance it seemed that
sentiment turned all one way, and
quite a number were heard to say
that such a scene was enough to
soften the heart and win the sym-
pathies of any man in such a cause.
The war against saloons was started
many years ago by a few of the
faithful, and gradually but surely the
sentiment grew until the question di
saloon' or no saloon became quite
an issue in the last campaign when
representatives to the legislature were
elected. The nominees pvornised to
allow the people a vote on the ques-
tion, and recently 'a petition was cir-
culated to abolish the saloons, which
was signed by several thusand voters.
The representatives in the legisla-
ture decided, however, that the mat-
ter should be seated by ballot, Ind
four weeks ago both sides lined up
for the fray. During the campaign
the anti-saloon forces bought a regu-
lar apace in the local paper and be-
gan the fight in earnest. Letters from
the different dry towns in this and
adjoining states were published, show-
ing its good effects. A permanent
organization was perfected and every-
thing possible done to enlightep the
people upon the question. The saioon
forces were also active and distributed
literature giving their side of the
queetion. Reports were circulirrEZ
and denied and interest was worked
op to almost fever heat when the
day of election arrived. There was
good order, and when the legislature
assemble* in Mlareh the representa-
tive will ask for the repeal of Clsrrke-
the twa mules, one half a mile down
the river from the crossing place. A
short distance away one half of the
vehicle was discovered, it having
broke in twain when struck by swift
current. The searchers then round
in the river a trunk Farmer had in
the wagon, hut drag as they may they
had been unable to locate the body
by last night at eight o'clock.
This morning the work resumes and
point, therefore has an unusually
swift current, especially when the na-
tural flow is augmented by the heavy
rainfalls.
Mr. Farmer is about forty years of
age and has lived in Benton for years,
but is known in this city about as
well as out there, because his business
brings him here every few days. He
has a wife anti five children. His
sister in Paducah is Mrs. 'VSIlliani
Gilbert, wife of the Illinois Central
railroad car builder who lives 'just
outside the city limits on West Ten-
nessee stret, and who is secretary of
the Order of Railway Carmen uf this
city. One brother is Mr. Frank War-
mer, manager of the Watkins Medi-
cine company of Princeton. who will
arrive this morning to help in the
search.
An ;ll omen seems to hover around
this place at Clark's river, as twenty
years ago while Mr. Price Averitt
was fording it on his horse, the water
swept both away and the man was
drowned. His body was recovered. •
GAME OF CRAPS
CRISES DEAN
JOHN HARRIS DIED FROM A
STAB IN HIS
LUNG.
Lows. Nunn. the Wielder of the
Knife, the Same Day Was Cut
Badly by Negro Woman.
Yesterday morning word came
from Lovelaceville that the afternoon
before John Harris died as reisult of
being stabbed ten days before by
.onis Nunn, who is in the county
;ail seriously.. wounded with knife
cuts inilliedra by is dieeero wriman
pained Carpenter
Harris was to years old and mar-
ried, while Nunn is the same age ad
single. February 17, they participat-
ed 'in agarne of craps on the Ewelt
farm near Slater, Harris winning all
of Nunn's money, and on the latter
asking for a fifty cent loan, Harris
promised to give Ani the half dol-
lar as soon all they got to Harris'
home, for whioh they started, a short
diftance away En route they had
a fight and Nunn stabbed Harris in
the left lang. Nunn then went to the
Wilson farm in the same neighbor-
hood and tried to cut the negro wo-
man Carpenter. with a razor, but with
a similar keen-edged instrument she
slashed Nunn across the neck. He
was arrested but the woman not
away lie k in jail
WIFE'S HEALTH.
County Clerk Smedley Accompanied
Wife to St. Louis Sanitarium.
H. Smedley, county clerk, left the
city yesterday for St. Louis where he
accompanied his wife, who will be
placed in a private sanitarium for
treatment for acute nervous disorder.
During Mn, Smedley's absence the
clerk's office will be in the hands of
a cempetent set of assistants, Miss
Ederington at their had. He will be
constantly in touch with his office
by long distance 'phone.
There is no longer any opposition
manifested by Thibetane to traders,
who are now passing freely between
Calcutta and IThasa.
vine's charter,
i- expected to
OLD MINDS
• CAUSE DEATH
MR. FRANK FICK SUCCUMBED
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
AT HIS HOME.
HIT AND SHOT BY
?ETTER 5 YEARS A61
TUESDAY AT NOON HE RE-
TURNED HOME FROM
WORK, VERY SICK.
At 3 O'Clock in the Afternoon Lap-
sed Into Unconscious, and
Succumbed to Injurieff.
Wounds received upon his head film
years ago caused the death yester-
("ay afternoon at 5s40 o'clock of Mr.
Frank Eich, a well known young man
of tfloa Broad street. Fatal symp-
toms did not evidence themselves,
however, until Tuesday • afternoon
when he returned home from bill
work very sick, and shortly there-
after lapsed into unconsciourners
from which he never recovered. The
doctors trephined his head yesterday
but this availed nothink.
Five years ago young Eich and
Henry Petter engaged in a fight at
Fred Roman's saloon on Broad street
and the latter hit the other in the
head with a brick, the blow beagle
(idle tenific This occurred about
eleven o'clock one morning, and
shortly after noon the two tnet again
and Fetter shot Eicb, the ban enter-
ing above the eye, arid losing so deep
underneath the skin the physicians
deemed it inadvisable to move it,
hence it lay imbedded ever since.
The bullet wound caused the ton of
the sight of one eye. '
Ever since then Mr. Eich had ap-
parently been in the best of health.
lie is a leather tanner by trade, but
for several years has been connected
with the Peducah Veneer and Lum-
.bcr company (SoWell's mill) of Me-
chanicsburg. Tuesday at noon he
came home sick and at 3 o"clock in
the afternoon lapsed into silicon-
sciousness, and the doctors have been
constantly in auendance since. Yes-
terday morning they trephined his
head and raised the depressed por-
tion of the skull that was pressing
daan upon the brain, producing con-
cussion and congestion as result of
the old wounds, so say the physicians.
This availed them noehing, however,
as the young man gradually sank un-
til claimed by death yesterday after-
noon at the mentioned bow.
Mc. Each was twenty-six years of
age and born in..the house where he
cied. residing tire always sihth his
mother, Mrs. Catherine Eich. Grow-
ing to manhood, he has since been
connected with the tannery and lum-
ber plants oi Mechanicsburg. He
wae a genial and popular young man,
coming of an excellent faulty.
Besides his mother he is survived
by his wife and eight-nionths-old
baby, in addition to five sisters, who
are Mrs. Hugh Miller, Mrs. William
Bethel, of this city: Mrs. Anna Ar-
nold of Mound City, Ill.; Mrs Mary
lIassman and Mrs. Ella Primper of
Cairo, Ill. His lone brother is Mr.
Teter Eich, the tanner, who for a
number of years was on the police
force of this city.
The funeral serivces will be held at
5 o'clock this afternoon at the resi-
dence, with interment following at
Oak Grove cemetery.
The pall bearers will be Messrs.
Arthur Yarbro, Rudy. Krebs. Ernest
Entragardt, William 'Block and Louis
Wiirtman.
SPECIAL LUDO&
Judge Joseph E. Robbins Will Try
the Caleb Powers Case In
Scott County. --
Judge Joseph F. Robbins of--.May-
field was in the city yeseesday on
business. He has been selected by
Governor Beckham as the specSal
judge to try the Caleb Powere charge
in Scott county, when court opens
there. He was the special judge for
the last trial of this famous action,
and will accept the commission for
the next hearing. Powers has sev-
eral times been ecinvicted of conspir-
acy in the murder of Governor
Goebel, bneteach time the appellate
bench granted hint a new trial.
by July tit‘wit 4 Small talk is the generator of war",
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WINFREY'S MURDER CHARGE
COMES UP NEXT SESSION
HIS CASE TO BE INVESTIGATED BY GRAND JURY FOR CRIM-
INAL TERM THAT IS NOW BEING PREPARED FOR BY CIR-
CUIT CLERK MILLER AND DEPUTY WILLIAM KIDD, WHO
ARE ENTERING UP ON THE DOCKET THE ACCUSATIONS
AGAINST ALL INDICTED--REFEREE BAGBY DECIDES
WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH THE $2,000 BANK HOLDS :N
REHKOPF CASE — BUSINESS OF THE COUNTY TRIBUNAL.
Circuit Clerk joe A. Miller and
Deputy Clerk William Kidd yester-
day began work of preparing the
docket for the coming term of cant-
ina! court, during which session the
grand jury takes up investigation of
the case charging Alfred Winfrey
with killing Owen Clark several
months ago at the home of the lat-
ter's wife five miles from this city
on the Cairo pike. The clerk will be
at work for about ten days docketing
the different indictments coming up
for trial during the term that will be
convened the first Monday of April
and continues for three weeks. There
are about one hundred indictments
to come up, wgile the county jail is
full of prisoners who are awaiting in.
yestigation by the grand jury of the
charges pending against them. As
quick as the jury indicts them the
petit jury takes up the cases and
gives a trial.
The most important matter coming
up is the charge against Young Win-
frey. :qrs. Clark had left her hus-
band, they not getting along togeher,
and she went to the residence of her
mother to reside, the latter being
Mrs. 011ie Schaeffer Who lives near
the public school house just beyond
Frank Wilcox's home. Winfrey was
an old friend of Mrs. Clark's, &nd on
the fatal night went out to call on
her. Clark came in on them, he and
Winfrey fought out 'into the front
tsar& when the latter pulled his gun
and fired, twice, killing the husband.
'Winfrey claims self defense, charging
that Clark informed hint he was gos
ing to kill him The accused is in
tile county jail, the charge of murder
pending.
Disposition of Money.
Referee Bagb,y of the bankrupt
court will tomorrow take up the ques-
tion of disposing of the $2,000 held
by the American-German National
bank in the E. Rehkopf bankruptcy
case It seems Rehkopf sold goods
to New Orleans parties and got $s.-
ono for them The money was paid
in to the Paducah bank which now
holds it, and the court, at request of
SEATTLE SEEKS AN EMBLEM
Now That Population is 220,000 and
it Will Hold World's Fair City
Wants Official Design.
Seattle, Feb 27. —Seattle is looking
for an emblem. With the approach
of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Expcs-
attion, which sssll be held in tom to
.exploit the Northland and the coun-
tries bordering upon the Pacific
ocean, and the attairfing of a popula-
tion of 220,000. Seattle deems it prop-
er that she ado'pt a suitable design
to typify the city.
Other large cities have emblems.
New York has its Father Knicker-
bneker; Philadelphia it Father Penn;
Baltimore its Lord Baltimore; Ros-
ton, its meager Yankee School
Ma'am: Cleveland its "Moses Cleve-
Lod:" Chicago `its tall stately maiden,
with motto "I Will:" and so on down
the list. 'Seattle is not a very old
• 6ty. hut it etas grown so fast *hat
the census has not been able to keep
up with it. • Seattle stioit which is
• largely resopnsible for this has be-
come famous. It means the pulling
together of all the citizens to attain
any end that will be beneficial to the
city. More than likely the emblem
adopted will typify this spirit, which
Was decidedly exemplified when the
ia•ople raised $6so.c000 in a single day
to finance the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition.
Chicago adopted 'its stately maiden
shortly before the Columbian Expos
shim. and the events of the history
of other eitie4 have in most cases
brought forth their Oictured emblems.
In Europe nearly every city has em-
blematic representations; just as the
'great wooden stattree of Giant Cog
aid Kagog stand for London, as the
Lion stands for Lausanne, and as
many other things in the animal and
segetable kingdom represent either
ties„ states or nations.
Some years ago the apt epithet
,of "The Evergreen State" was ap-
plied to Washington by one of
Seattfels citizens, 5. IL. ICIrawforcl,
end it has remained. The rheododen-
- siren is the state flower and is con-
sidered appropriate loth in its sturdy
growth: and its beauty.
All Egoists Now.
Egoism is a positive disease of the
••day. People talk incessantly of them-
selves, their motors, their health, their
chauffeurs, their achievements at
'bridge, their prowess at golf, their
gardens—a great hobby of the d'—
their speculations in the city, and to
far as the world hedges them atesund
-about, so far, and no farther, are they
interested in it.—Lady's Pictorial.
Trustee Boyd, takes tip the question
to decide to whom the money be-
longs, and to whom it shall be paid.
—
Property Transferred.
Land 'in the county has been
bought of W. A. Usher by L. G.
Rossington for $600, and the deed
filed for record with the clerk yes-
terday.
E. W. Whittemore sold to George
C. Hughes for $600 property in the
1.Vhit temore addition.
G. W. Grubbs transferred to I.ue
Boyd for $sso property on Eighth
between Boyd and liarris streets.
Thomas J. Reid bought from Rob-
ert Thompson for $zoo land in the
C( tint7.
Adolph Pieper bought from Master
Commissioner Cecil Reed for $1,4co
property on North Thirteenth near
Bloomfield avenue in• Rowlandtown.
Andrew.Hamberg transferred liar-
'titian boulevard property for $sjo so
Lanra Brower.
Powers of Attorney.
James W. Eden has conferred pow-
er of attorney to James C. Utterback
while R. P. Timmons has conferred
the same power to Hiram Smedley,
the documents in each instance being
lodged yesterday with the clerk.
Administrator Named.
Varner D. Sills qualified before
the county (-mut yesterday as ad-
ministrator of rise estate of Douglas
B. sills, the Illinois Central railroad
ear builder who died several weeks
ago,
Liabilities and Assets.
Druggist R. 0. Broadway of West
Jackson street made an assignment
several weeks ago, naming Lawyer
Cecil Reed as assignee, and now yes-
terday the latter files a document in
the county court, showing that Dr.
Broadway owes $1,600, while the prop-
erty he owns is worth only $1,075.
Licensed to Marry.
Finest Langa and Grace Kelley
were granted a kcense to marry.
MYSTERY NOT CLEARED UP
Nr Trace of Man Who Robbed
Uncle Sam of $173.000 at
Chicago.
Chicago, Feb. -.6.—The mysterious
theft of Swam all in bills of large
denuominations, from the sub-treas-
ury continues to baffle the apthori-
ties. They struggled until far in the
night to clear up the cast, but with-
out avail.
Warrants in blank have been pre-
pared for the arrest of any suspect
against whom sufficient evidence may
accumulate. The warrants were pre-
pared by Urlited States Cornnissioner
Mark A. Foote under the direction of
District Attorney Sims. Mr. Foote
and the district attorney remained
at the federal building until late last
Hight so, that eLey could keep con-
stantly in touch With the secret ser-
vice Inman.
"My corntecoon with the Case:. ex-
plained Mr. Sims, "deals entirely with
its legal phases. It perhaps would
be justifiable to make an arrest or
two now , but there Is no need of it.
Es cry one of the suspected persons
is under strict surveillance. Every
movement they make is known to
Capt. Porter."
FOUNDER OF U. D. C. DYING.
Mrs. M. C. Goodlett, Well Known
Woman, Nearing End.
special from Nashville, Tenn., an-
nounces that Mrs. M. C. Goodlett.
founder of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy, and one of the most
distinguished women of the south, is
ill at her home and fear is entertained
that she will not recover.
She is a unique type of the old time
southern woman. She is a descend-
ant of two aristocratic families of the
old world, the Donglasses of Scotland,
and the bferivieathers, of England.
Her cotisin, Captain Edward Meri-
weather, was the first confederate
killed on Kentucky soil, being shot
when an escort- to General N. B. For-
rest, just before the battle of Fott
Donnelson.
Mrs. Goodlett was president of the
Ladies' auxiliary of the Nashville Con
federate Home in ifIco, and it was at
her _request that the name was
changsd to Daughters of Confederacy
on May. TO, 1892. Her death will be
sincerely mourned all over the south.
land.
Oratorio By Graphophone.
In-Weymouth, England, the ora-
torio of "The Messiah" was given by
a graphophone before an audience of
r,000 people, and was pronounced a
comp! le musical success.
"GRAFT" AT CAPITAL
DROVE AUISTEN OUT.
Refused to Be Party to Waste of
Public Funds and "Unneces-
sary Appointments."'
Springfield, III., Feb. 4.—The ac-
tion of Representative Austin of Chi-
cago in resigning hi.s chairmanship
of the house committee on contin-
gent expenses is still a sensation in
the hotel lobbies tonight. He has
not been here in two weeks and has
practically stepped out of the legisla-
ture. - In this he signifies his disap-
proval of the house methods in swell-
ing the house payroll and refusing
to support eis ideas of economy. The
final blow was when the house brush-
ed him aside and insisted on'naming
twenty additional committee clerks.
He could not control the committee
of which he was chairman and which
ricommended these clerks.
3dr. Austin's letter of resignation
blames Speaker Shurtleff for the pol-
icy of the house. Acquaintances of
Austin .criticize him for not hosing
made a more aggressive fight against
the waste of public funds, Lindly
was named chairman in Austin's
place. Mr. Austin also resigned from
the committee.
Be Cheerful and You'll Be Happy.
I know a woman of charming per-
sonality and great tact. She makes
few demands on people, allowing her
friends the privilege of their own
Opinions—in other words, minding her
own business.
But there is one quality that she
does demand in her friends, and that
is a sunny disposition.
"I want the people about me to be
cheerful." she says. "I cannot bear
glum faces and sulky manners."
She is sweet and bright herself, and
diffuses an • atmosphere that cannot
but affect those with whom she collies
in contact
She is not physically robust, and
sometimes it requires great effort to
maintain her sunny cheerfulness.
If you have ever lived with a peev-
ish pessimist you can appreciate what
a comfort the sunny person is. One
sour, discontented face at the break-
fast table can spoil the meal for every
one,
Very often people do not feel is the
mood to talk, but at least they can
look pleasant in their silence and re-
frain from disagreeable remarks.
The girl who is sweet tempered
over her work can count her friends
.by the score. Other girls are glad
to show her little favors, to help 'her
work if she is rushed. They all like
her because she is never unkind or
sharp in her manner to them.
I know that sometimes it is desper-
ately hard to keep back the sharp re-
tort that seems as though it must
force itself out.
But if you can control yourself for
just a minute or so, the temptation
will have patoed and the victory yours
As for the sulks, they are the most
disagreeable of all forms of bad tem-
per. It is undignified to sulk; no one
is sorry for you; every one is bored
and will keep away from you as much
as possible. And. incidentally, to sulk
will draw most unbecoming lines
upon your face.
"Look pleasant," the photographers
used to say when taking a photograph
It is a very wise saying, and one that
every one of us might pin on het
looking-glass.
Don't go about all day with a fan-
cied or real grievance festering your
heart and spoiling your Pace. Either
forget it or go straight to the source
of the bitterness and have it out.
Explanations ery often removes
the cause, which has sprung from mis-
undereanding.
But no matter what you do, don't
act sulky and peevish. Be sunny if
you possibly can —Ex.
Selecting the Jury. Matter of Chance.
i Judge Frederick H. House, in liar-
per's Weekly.)
There is really los justification for
hair-splitting examinations of tales-
men of the kind with which the crimi-
nal courts of today are familisr..The
selection of a jury is, after all, a
mere matter of chance. Let it be un-
derstood that the man summoned is a
talesman until he is accepted by coun-
sel for both sides as a uror. The late
James T. Brady, who, in his day, was
deemed by many the greatest trial
lawyer at the bar, believed in taking
the first twelve men called, provided
they tkclared that they would be gov-
erned by the evidence and follow the
instructions of the court as to matters
of law. Mr. Brady claimed that a pro
longed and minute examination made
for the purpose of determining how
each taleserian might be impressed
with reference to the particular case
on trial so taxed the vitality of the
lawyer that he had not sufficient
stamina left for the actual trial of the
case. The late John R. Brady, who.
as a supreme court justice, presided
at many important criminal trials,
was of the opinion that his brother's
method of selecting a jury was tte
beat.
Apart front the effect upon counsel,
the practice of rigidly inspecting fire
motives and antecedents of twlesmen
has another disadvantage, it is of vast
expense to the community. I di) not
1 inean with reference to•the matter ofdollars and cents, but to the retarding
of the great machinery of 'the law by
cases that do not justify it—cases
that engage pnblic interest only
through the great wealth or the high
social position of the persons irs-
volved.
AlkiTiOm's
CUTTING CASE
OVER UNTIL NEXT TUESDAY
GOES WARRANT AGAINST
HIM.
Bob Hoover Was Fined $50 and Costs
for Disorderly Conduct—War-
rants Dismissed.
Until next Tuesday was continued
the/warrant charging William Albrit-
ton, colored, with malicious cutting,
when the case was called yesterday
in the police court. He is charged
with stabbing Levi Calhoun, colored,
during a fight on lower Court streca.
George Edwards and Thos. Woods
were each fined $to and costs for en-
gaging in a tight near First and Court
street.
Bob Hoover was fined $50 and costs
for being drunk and disorderly.
Johnnie Rooks was dismissed of
warrant charging him with throwinii
a rotten egg at Fail Bailey.
Daisy Bedford was dismissed of the
warrant accusing her with using in-
sulting language towards Ida Rice.
Daisy eBdford was dismsised of the
warrant charging her with cursing
Annie Dickerson
Use But Don't Abuse Perfumes.
The use of perfumery dates from
the wry earliest ages, and no doubt
originated in religious observances.
To offer perfumes was an act oi
profound homage, and several pass-
ages in the Old Testament prove that
they were used at a very early date
among the Hebrews.
They entered largely into the life of
the ancient Egyptians, and their %%o-
men riltiered themselves delightful
by refined and delicate essence'. The
Greeks and Romans indulged in costly
perfumes; indeed, it grew to such a
pitch that at length a law had to be
passed to restrain the excessive indul-
gence.
Nowadays the art of the perfumer
has reached a high degree of refine-
ment.
French women arc very diacrimi.
nate and 11 die delicate 'cents, but Eng-
lish and American women are less
careful and often remind one of a per-
fumer's shop.
We all know with what persistence
certain seems fix themeelvee upon the
memory, and Ade there is nothing
more unpleasant than the proximity
of a person who has been too layish
in her use of cheap scent. the woman
who thoroughly understands the use
of perfumes is sure to please the noot
fastidious.
Young girls st.hould confine 
them%elves to simple essences of flower..
such at white rose, jasmine, etc., for
youth should suggest fragrance rather
than a scent.
Not only is perfumery essentially
an article of luxury, and should be of
the beet. but it must also appeal to
thie artistic perception of the individ-
ual. It has been said that a woman's
character may be gauged by her
choice of perfumes
They are supposed to exercise a
certain effect upon thc mind. Violets !
predispose to piety: musk. sensitive-
ness; benzoin, dreaminess; geranium,
tenderness.
The fashionable woman only uses
one scent, and allows the merest and
the most subtle aroma to impregnate
her belongings Only the faintest
odor must be diffused from her gar-
ments Her lingerie is rinsed in per-
fumed water; she has sachets made to •
fit the drawers and shelves with vio-
lets or the special scent she patronizes
—even her trunks are lined with some
delica'.e and sweetly scented prepara-
tion.
One of the most lasting and deli.
done sachet powders is iris powder;
and another excellent recipe is to mix
oil of lavender with cyprtts powder,
orris root and ground tonkin beau.
Gloves can he perfumed as follows:
Extract of ambergris 4 drops
Spirit of wine 2 ounces
NThsc well together and damp the in-
side of the glove with a piece of
sponge.
Lavender water, next to eau de
cologne., is used in the sickroom on
account of its refreshing qualities. To
he pure it should be colorless, so that
it may leave no stain When sprinkled
on the bed linen.
Perfumed baths have a good effect
on the skin, but are very expensive.
A little toilet vinegar added to the
water gives a delightful sense of fresh
ness.
Although the scent communicated
by fresh flowers is ephemeral, it is
exceedingly pleasant while it lasts,
and muslin sachets, filled with migno-
nette, meadow sweet or roses, and
placed among clothes give; them 4
very delicate and sweet fragrance.
Fashion in Brides.
The natives of the Sandwich islands
estimate women by their weight. The
Chinese require them to have de,
formed feet and black teeth A girl
musa be tattooed sky blue and wear
a nosering to satisfy a South Sea
Islanders. Certain African princes re,
quire their brides to have their teeth,
filed into the semblance of a saw
Detroit News.
' Immense Area of Canada.
Canada is as large as thirty United
Kingdoms. She has received over Ad • • •
half a million immigrants in ten years. verbsem the Register and get resulb
, _ shot,-
Big Bargains in
Wall paper
N Is the Cime to Buy
Wall paper
We have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
icture 6 picture
frames 0 frames
C. C. Lee
for Tour p:cture frames
315 8ROTIDERT
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG TI- INGS"
Ms Pennies, Nickels, Dims aid Quarters Maks tie Ulan
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW SOON YOU Wit LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS.
MECHANIC'S
ts
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus. . . $34,0015
Interest paid on time &posits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. goo.
INSURE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Mai 106 Broadway Phones:OM* 385-1tasi4asca 1696
FREE
From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Bukhara
ALL OF •
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
ate  =-eersatiesseenastre-_-
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Been Publithad. FREE
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Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special RemediesWHICH ALE DISPENSED UPONI ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These are RID GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the care for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
SOLD IN LANG BROTHERSPADUCAH BY
MIFFED DEAD IN DEPOT
AT MEMPHIS YESTERDAY
MR. E. L. BRYANT WAS EN ROUTE 
BACK TO THIS CITY FROM
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS, WHEN OVER
TAKEN BY DEATH AT
THE BLUFF CITY—MRS. ELIZABETH 
McCONNELL PASSED
AWAY YESTERDAY AFTERNOON 
AT a O'CLOCK AT HOME
SEVERAL MILES FROM CITY—MR. 
A. B. MORRIS YESTER-
DAY MORNING DIED OF PNEU
MONIA, FOLLOWING TO
' GRAVE SON, GUS MORRIS,
 WHO WAS STABBED TO DEATH
' LAST SUNDAY BY STO
NEWAL FERGUSON.
I/ 4. r It develops that the man 
who
iiropped dead yesterday morning a
t
the railroad depot in Memphis, 
is E.
t. Bryant, instead of E. L. 
Bryan,
and his people have been located
. He
has a brother named Charles 
Bryant
of Eat Prairie, Mo , wile his 
uncle
is Mr. John Wooldridge, a' 
substantial
farmer of the liamlettsburg, Ill., sec-
tion, twelve miles above this city on
the Ohio river They have been noti-
- Bed of the sudden death, and pending
word from them as to what edwill be
• done with the body, it is being held
oy the Memphis unde;taker.
Yesterday morning Deputy United
States Marshal NVade Brown received
a message ovcr the long distance tele-
• phone from Coroner J. J. Collins of
naphis, announcing the sudden
&alb of the young fellow at the de
t there. The Paducah deputy
started on a hunt for his people and
finally found them.
Thc dead wan as raised over about
Ifamlettsburg. Two years ago lie
t tills cit and resided withcame o
big brother, Mr. Charles Breant, who
and born in Virginia, but early in
youth cante to this section, locating
in Marshall couuty. There he farmed
for years, but moved here several
years ago.
Besides thi4 wife he is survived by
several children, Miss Ellen Moult'
and Mr. J. B. Morris of Grenada,
Miss.; N. M. Weds of 1007 South
Eleventh and Crit Morris of 334 Jar-
rett wet. One brotber survives, My.
D. II. Morris of near Hardin, Callo-
way county.
Prominent Citizen Dead.
Mr. ii. If. Loving yesterday re-
ceived word from Providence,
of the death the day before of a close
friend there oho is well known in
the business world here, he being
Hon. Lonnie McGraw, assistant cash-
ier of the Providence Banking com-
pany, and a leading merchant of that
thy. Ile passed away after only a
four days' sickness with pneumonia,
and was buried yesterday.
Mr. McGraw was about forty-two
years of age and a leading bueiness
man of that place. He is survived
by a alit and five children.
lived in the Tyler section, just be- MARSE HENRY LIKES
yond Mechanicsburg. Ile went back "DIZZY BLONDES" HE
home and raised a crop last year up. FINDS IN OLD CADIZ.
on a farm of that vicinity. Three
mouths ago the brother, hies Charle•
Itryant. left here for East Prairie. 
Seanish Belles Who Made Byron
Ito.. where he is now connected with 
Rave Invisible to Kentucky
a sawmill. Only a few weeks ago 
Journalist.
!the now dead man came back her(
and stopped with Mr. Williatn Mudd's 
Louisville, Ky.. Feb. 27-1n a letter
family in the Tyler section. Mv. fro
m Cadiz, Spain, to his paper, Col-
Bryant was in bad health and ten days
ago left here for San Antonio, Texas.
buying a round trip ticket. While
one! Henry Wattereon takes his read-
ers into his confidence as to the type
of female beauty which he prefers.
en route back yesterday he died at Remarking that he co
uld not find
the Memphis depot. the 'sights" about Cadiz that ingot-
The coroner took charge of the ed the magnificent apostrophe of
body and will hold it until word is Byron he adds. "The things that
gotten to relatives. It ig heliered inspired the great English bard are
the corpee sill be brought to Ham- lei longer visible to the naked eye.
lC e4ef they existed outride the poet's
Linty. I must confess that the An-
lettsbere for burial.
of Venerable Lady Died I dahisian type was never very fetching
At o'clock yesterday afternoon to me I much preisr the dizzy
• Mrs. Elizabeth McConnell, breathed
lier last at her home a short distance
from the residence of her son. Mr.
'Alex McConnell. several miles from
this city on the Hinklerille road.
which is the one going out by Oak
rrove cemetery.
The lady has been in failing health
llor some months, and recently con-
tracted pneumonia, which combined
h infirmities produced death. Mn.
Connell was ninety years of age
one of the oldest ladies in this
on of the state. She was born
this county and had lived out there
and in tbe city all during her life.
She was one of the most beloved
and highly eteteemed characters tp be
found anywhere, and her dissolution
fact it was known her year.' were
claims great grief to all, deimite the
numbered on earth. on account of her
advanced age
The deceased was a consistent
member of the Christian church and
ayways a hard church worker when
infirmities did not prevent. She is
eurvived by several children, one gar.
'Alex McConnell, the painter and art-
ist who lives a short distance from
her in the county; Miss Tillie hicCon-
nail who resided with her mother;
o 
Mrs. 'Alex McCune, widow of the late
'Captain Alex McCune of Paducah'S
police force; Mrs. Joseph Fetter, wife
of the jewelethof Monroe near Elev-
-end) street. Her sole brother is Captain
_Tames Pell of Covington, Ky., the
• widely known steamboatman.
No hour has yet ben set for the
funeral, but the probabilities ore it
will not be held until sometime to-
morrow.
The deceased was the grandmother
of Policeman John McCune, and also
Mr. Robert McCune, the sign writer
and painter.
•
ii••11.11111111m.
Father Succumbed.
1 Mr. A. B. Morris of 334 Jarrett
street died yesterday morning 'after
a two weeks' illness with pneumonia,
following hysihree days to the grave
his son, Mr. Gus Morris, who was
stabbed to death last Sunday evening
at Eighth and Campbell streets by
Stoney Ferguson. the carpenter.
Me. Morris, Sr., had been micron-
seious for a week with pneumonia.
which brought his death at 6:30
o'clock yesterday morning.
He was Sixty-seven years of age
blondes. But don't you tell anybody.
Indeed, the Spadasit girls 'are begin-
ning to affect brick duet, so that the
dye stuffs of the _Titian variety have
gone up in the market in the last
few years.
'Howbebt, the streets of Cadiz on
a Sunday afternoon are filled ',doh
comely, well-dressed women, whilst
of 'dark-eyed pouris' half hid by
black veils there were a plenty."
•
TWO HEARTS THAT BEAT
IN ONE MAN ALLOTTED
A WHOLE WIFE APIECE.
— —
Bigamy Charge Dismissed When
Italian Proves He Has Enough
Love for Two.
Rome; Feb. 27.—Accorctong to sin-
gular decision by a judge in Perugia,
a man who is fortunate epough to
possess two .hearts may also have
two legal wives. This opera bouffe
eiecision, which wag handed down ;
yeeterday. forms what is beyond a
doubt the most remarkable court'
rulmg in modern times
Charles Balliori, a man of some
coneequence in Perugia, was arraign-
ed on a charge of bigamy. The charge '
*as substantiated. In fact, to the
sum prise of the court, the defendant'
and his counsel, ackeowledged that
Ealliori lied two wives. Then came
the second surprise.
Four physicians testified that Bah
bor. had within his chest two perfect
bracts, each performing its functions.
As the heart is the source of love.
asserted the defendant's counsel, the
man possessed 'in reality, a (foal per- 
of joys—with everyday things that
sonality, and could on that account 
any man might have—htan any other
have two wives. 
poet. His autobiography would take
The eolith at once decided that 
in a larger section of the universe.
this was ample grounds for the pos- eohrl'w do you know that strange
session of two wives, and acquitted doctor you called in is a bachelor?"
Balliori of the charge of bigamy. "Because lie picked up all the Maga-
zines that were lying on the floor and
carefully laid them on the table."—
Dertoit Free Press.
ONE STANDARD
For Man and Woman, Declares Dr.
J. W. Graybill.
Louisville, Feb. z7.—"The Young
Woman's Ideal Young Man" was the
subject of a sermon delivered by the
Rev. J. Walton Graybill last night at
the Westminster Presbyterian church.
"This question is discussed nega-
tively and positively," said Dr. Gray-
bille "Among the faults of the young
man of today is self-conceit. Some
hold the opinion that the young man
has more brains and opportunity than
the young woman. Another fault is
what is called grumpiness, which
means stifle's and grunt. Isack of re-
spect for women it. another fatilt com-
mon to young men.
"Woman is not to be placed upon a
pedestal and worshipped, but was
created as man's equal and companion
Another fault of yong men is lack of
refinement, and again of worthy am-
bition."
In discussing the positive side of
the ideal young man the sterling
qualities of integrity, uprightness and
truthfulness was emphasized.
"Another quality of positive na-
ture," continued the speaker, "is gen-
tleness. The eoung man should he
nearly as gentle as a woman and as
manly as a man Another quality is
purity. The plea of today is the man's
soul *boutd he as unsullied and white
as the woman's soul. Wheat Christ
said 'Blessed arc the pure of heart,'
purity did not mean one thing for a
young man and something a great
deal higher and whiter for a young
uoinal. For whatever is a stain upon
true womanhood is nut as dark a
stain upon ideal manhood.
"There should not he a double
standard for morOs. The next quality
for tle.• ideal young; man is nobleness
of character. Manhood overtop; all
titles. Character is the greatest and
truest monnment."
The Last and greatest thing men-
tioned as making the ideal young man
wee his religions faith and loyalty to
Christ. Dr. Graybill concluded by
*eying that his ideal young man must
first he a christian. (inc who is
Chrietlike and patterns his-life after
the highest human ideal.
ADMITS KILLING HIS FAMILY
Benjamin C. Wright. Forme- Chi-
cagoan, Confemes Crime at
Denver.
Deaver. CiL 'Feb 27.—Benjamin
C Wright, solicitor for the Internat-
ional Correspondence school of
Scranton. Pa., is held a prisoner
the city jail here on a charge of mur-
der, having confessed to Chief of Po-
Bee Delaney that he poisoned his wife
Cora and his daughter Genevieve,
who were found dead yesterday In
their home in this city. Ile is a son
of Hiram Wright. a Chicago cigar
maker. Infatuation for Stella Good
• for whom Wright had neglected his
• family, is supposed to have caused
the crime.
According to the statements of hoe-
pital physician.: Wright himself had
taken no poison and was shamming
yesterday *len he scented to be un-
conscious. Stella Good leff'the city
yesterday for Colorado Springs and
was arrested there today at a board-
ing house, where she .was stqpping
with her mother. She has been .ar-
meted several times on charges of
theft. She denied that she had any
knowledge of Wright's intention to
murder his family.
Irish Chickens for England.
Ireland sends nearly Bascom° fowls
yearly to English markets.
Occasionally a man's beastly tem-
per ,is due to the fact that he hag a
wife and several children who ye-
fuse to sten:hart him.
Whitman's Poetry.
In the meantime Walt Whitman's
poetry, in spit of the long logging,
lumbering places in it, comes nearer
to reaching out to what the modern
age is trying to be than any otlser
that we have. Whitman may or may
not be considered a poet, but he has
outswept the bounds of beauty for
human life. He has seen the whole
universe in every clod of it. He has
God's definition of beauty; naturally
he does not express it as well as God
does. His symbolism is crowded with
hapless places, and God's symbolism
never misses the point; but as the
ground plan for a great modern poet
—Walt Whitman is the first and only
figure large enough that the world
has had. He had a larger repertoire
Revised Version.
"What is that proverb about a fool
and hie monky?" queried the very
young man. "A fool and his money"
answered the sage of Sageville, 'soon
get on opposite sides of the,warket."
"NEARER, MY
COD TO THEE"
SANG
AS
THE LITTLE ONES
FLAMES ROARED
ABOUT THEM.
Twenty-Three Children and Their
Young Teacher Perish itt
School House Fire.
Ottae a, Ont., Feb. 27.—Twenty-
three children and their young prin-
cipal, Miss Sadie Maxwell, were
burned to death this afternon as they
prayed and chanted hymns amid the
flames that destroyed the Protestant
School at Ilochelaga, a suburb of
Montreal.
All of the children were under six
years old. Miss Maxwell wae about
twenty-four.
Thousands watched helplessly while
the little ones burned. Th. tire
brigade arrived promptly, but a ash-
000 gallon pump had broken down
on Sunday and there was no preeture.
As the firemen apd the citizens of
Hochelaga made desperate efforts to
save the lives of more than aso boys
and girls they heard above the roar
of the flames and the screams of
frenzied parents the notes of "Nearer
Jlfy God to 'nee,' which was sung
by the principal and the chIldren,
who had fled to the chapel when they
realized that there was no hope of
escape.
Miss Maxwell gave her hie for her
charges. When the fire broke out she
was in the office on the first floor of
the four-story building. She hurried
into the corridor and was driven out
I upon front steps by clouds ofein
Then flue thought that more than
250 children would be in a panic a
moment late; impelled her to re-enter
the burning school. She made her
way to the class-rooms on the second
. floor while many of the other teichere
fled in terror, followed by scores of
children.
It is believed that Miss Maxwell
then tcld the children . that it was
impossible to escape and, marched
them to the chapel. Here they knelt
before the altar and led by their
principal, sang and prayed until the
flames reached them.
When the firemen arrived , they
found many boys and girls on the
fire escapes, cut off by fire. Ladders
. were at once raised and the children
i were literally dragged to safety
through the flames. Both rescuers
and rescued, in a number of in-
stances, were terribly burned, and it
is believed the death list will be
greatly increased.
A few of the boys who re-entered
the building when they realized that
I their litle sisters were imperiled were
found dead on the first floor.
Twenty bodies were taken from
the ruins within a few minutes after
the flames had been extinguished.
The crigin of the fire is still i mys-
tery, but it is thought probable that
it was caused in some way by the
furuace, which was in that corner of
the building where the greatest
amount of damage was done
Where Babies Are Welcome.
(World Today.)
The Csage country is a land where
baby mat always be sure of a large
welcome. For one reason, he has ate
earning capacity from the dky he is
born which is often quite as great as
his father's. One of the next things
after naming the little papoose is to
go to Pawbuska, the capital of their
nation, and have its name put upon
the pay roll. Once every three months
Uncle Sam pays up the interest on the
money which he holds in trust for
them and the amount paid to each
Indian varies from time to time ac-
cording to how many have gone to
the :happy hunting grounds arid how
many wee ones have come to take the
places since last pay day. The latest
little arrival at the newly built wig-
wam receives just as much as does
the oldest grandfather or the most
athletic "warrior." So that when
Chief Lookout not long ago ha 4 the
happiness to be blessed with twnis he
was not only eligible to the usual con-
gratulations due a new father but at
the same time, unlike most new
fathers, he found his estate increased
by the snug sum of $23,000. For until
the children reach the age of 18 their
incomes are paid to their parents.
- Good Posers.
It would be quite impossible to im-
agine people more courteous and con-
siderate than our king and queen, and
they are such perfect sitters. King
Edward has, by the way, a very keen
knowledge of how to arrange a group
for photographic purposes.---.The Tat-
ter. ..•• •
...a
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FOR SALE!
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Efingereb Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
00 8. THIffLD STREET; PADUCAH.*KY
AMOUNT INSURANd
.Abram  L Well & Coj
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residesce: 726
COWBELL BUILDINF
(Mr'
A brand new home, just corspleted. front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot aoxifio feet. ' g
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED,
See L. D. Sanders, Office tat South Sixth. Phone 765.
aelbiliehaPesaieme.hillh10.11110elaheinklaesieesiesseeaseimasosisetie
a
s)B. COOLSON,
II,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mee 133. 220 N. Third
apsiompapamemaidowaiamiwwww11111411001114111~1104~019
Paducah Transfer Company
(Iscor porantet)
GEN ER AL: CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT. MACHIN.
ZIT AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OPTICS SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHONE&
• I P. D. FITZPATRICK:SUPT
H You Wait to See Sonething Nice ii Spring aid
Summer Suitings Call on
Ka C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER &
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTIIINC
 4111
Healthy Bath Rooms
NI(1.101111.61..7° 1.1.1,_;. • t
11. .$ • • it1 •1,1 11,1t4
good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern saritary
fixturee helps to keep the doc•.or out
of your house. 1117aadasod• Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath morns, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you sampies oh
this famous ware. We guarantee good
co work, prompt service and attention no
matter bow small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN. •,„
Phones sot 732 St. 41b.
' •
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The Clarksville Victory.
iThe temperance victory at Clarks-
ville, Tenn., will make the liquor
people b it up and take notice. It has
been the general belief in Kentucky
and Tennessee that only small coun-
try towns can be depended upon to
vote out liquor, but 'when a city like
Clarksville, with something like 12,-
coo inhabitants, and with a large
nerro population, votes whisky out by
a vote of 3 to 2, it looks like all
that is needed in the still larger cities
to get rid of the saloon e is for a vote
to be taken on the question.
The liquor people are to blame for
the sentiment against saloons, and
it may be traced direct to the dis-
tillers, elle wholesalers and the
breweries. Fifteen or twenty years
ago when every man who kept a
saloon, owned it, there was not so
touch lawlessness. But the whole-
salers and breweries wcut into the
saloon business and put men in charge
of them with an understanding that
they must run wide ope nregandless,
of law and morals. Of cdurse, the
Teense is taken out in the saloon
keepers name and the business con-
ducted in his name, but down To
the vaults of his backers are iron-
clad mortgages and agreements in
such 3 shape as to enable the real
owner to crack down any day and
take possession. It would never do
for the wholesaler to be openly iden-
tified with the saloon business for it
would interfere with his plans. He
stands in the background, dressed in
the heighth of fashion and takes a
leading part in certain public affairs
so as to give him a pull in polities,
and that is where his real power re-
sides. By wielding an influence in
politics, he is enabled to procure
protection for his agents who run
the saloons and in that way enable
him to trample under foot the law
so as to increase the sales and out
of which the backer reaps enormous
profits. The saloon business is bad
enough m its best and when ran by
men who are the bona fide owners
but it is ten times. worse where men
of wealth control them and by their
influence intimidate the authorities.
These fact; have become impressed
upon the public, and rather than to
mix tip in politics in order to regu-
late the saloons, the sentiment to
wipe them out entirely is growing all
over the country. The people are
lica)-tily sick and tired of a handful
of men in every sity who hare made
a few dollars out of tearing down
the lisvs, undertaking to rue the city,
antia4ht here in Paducah the people
are Ita4ipning So awake and to steer
clear of that gang. Those kind of
people are not fit to be good citizens
and their influence only extende over
that class known as toadies or money
worshippers.
Pachicah has had enough of the law-
less seloons and if the men back
of them do dot come forward and re-
quire their agents to obey the laws,
then ft* next thing they will heer
will be it contest for local ioption,in
this city. The property interests and
all other kind of interests of those
in no wise identified with the whisky
business, are twenty times greater
than that of the liquor crowd, and
the twenty do not pi:opose to be
governed by the interests of the one.
'Clarksville will be rid of the saloons
after July 1, and if there is not a
better, observance of the laws by the
saloons in Paducah, the good citizens
may. conclude to have a vote taken
ion the question also.
It's only the mud we throw that
'oils our Walk
Patronising Home Industries,
An official of the Retail Merchants'
association states that the writer of
the communication in yesterday's
Register, headed "Boom Paducah"
does the association an injustice in
attributing a circular on the same
'subject, recently circulated, to that
body, that the association did not
get out the circular.
The communication published in The
Register yesterday said "It is a cir-
cular apparently issued by the Retail
Merchants association, or the endless
chain gang with the bucolic secre-
tary." The circular referred to is one,
not signed, urging the people of this
city to buy their goods here at home.
The communication was written by
a prominent union man in this city,
and published without comment; it
being upon a subject of general in-
terest to the people. In the com-
munication he seemed to be in doubt
about the authorship of the circular,
attributing it to the "Retail Merchants
association. Or the endless chain gang
with the bucalic secretary," and which
from the remainder of the commtini-
cation, one would suppose he meant
the Commercial club; and the official
of the association informed the editor
of The Register that the circular was
issued by the Commercial club, there-
fore, the club and not the association
had the circular printed, some of
h,chthe club mailed to citizens of
Paducah. The copy of the cireular
received by the editor of The Register
did not come to him through the
mails, but it came to his home Tues-
day afternoon in a buncHe of dry
goods purchased from a retail mer-
chant who is a member of the as-
sociatene and is hue the association
had nothing to do with the printing
or circulation of the circular, yet it
is a fact that some of its members
did aid in the circulation of the cir-
cular by placing them in bundles sent
out from their stores. The circular,
however, from what we read of it at
a casual glance, seems to be one
that every merchant or ccitizen of
Paducah could indorse for it urged
giving patronage to home establish-
ments and industries. And as we
understand it, the writer to The
Register was simply making the point
that the merchants end members of
the commercial club should practice
what they preach, and cites idatanees
where some of them have been in the
habit of sending out of town for cer-
tain articles for their personal use.
os buying stuff made out of Paducah
in preference of that made in Paducah
011ie James' Victory.
011ic James, though a democrat,
and 'hailing from the largest demo-
cratic district in the state, in is fight
for a three-cent street car fare finds
favor not only in the eyes of the
democrats but also in the eyes of
the leading republican paper of Ken-
tucky. The Louisillc Herald com-
mends his course by saying:
"We congratulate Congressman
011ie James on his victory for a
three-cent street railway fare in the
District of Columbia. The republican
house of. representatives stood for his
anti:min:ma to the terminal street car
bill. which uas carried by a .vele of
so to SI As the republican major-
ity in the House is 112, the James
measure received a heavy republican
support. That able and resourceful
republican, Mr. Hepburn, of Iowa,
took strong ground in favor of the
James amendment.
"We believe in justice to all rail-
roads and other corporations, but a
three-cent rate in a city like Wash-
ingtoti is ample for all ends. It pays
interest on investments, provides for
dividend's, reserve funds and improve-
ments. The federal government
should do all in its power to make
Washington a desirable place to live
in. The national metropolis is a place
of magnificent distances. The street
car conies into the daily needs of
nearly all its inhabitants. The fare
should be placed within reach of all.
Visitors in thousands flock from all
directions to Washington. No man
can visit the National capital without
coming away a better American. De-
sirable is it, therefore, that the city
of Washington should be made an
inviting place for visitors. The three-
cent care fare will help to that end."
The: Independent Voter.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
Dr. Wallace, a New York physician,
says that a man ihasn't sense enough
to vote till he is forty years of age
Some of them haven't honor enough
then to vote, even though they may
,have sense enough, as they vote only
as they axe paid to vote. It is also a
matter of seriotis doubt whether or
not some 'have sense enough to vote
even at forty years of age. There is
a class who always vote for the nom-
inee, even if the nominee is, accord-
ing to thaw own statement, " a yeller
dog." That kind of voter never con-
sieees the interests of the people.
With him party comes first, lie sup-
ports a bad man because he is the
nominee of the party with which be
affiliates. The voter who believes
that the interests of the people are
paramount to those of party and
iiarty nominees is the voter who may
be depended upon to take care ,of
the i•eptiblic and preserve the consti-
tutional rights of all. If his party.
nominates a bad man he refuses to
vote for him at the general election,
even though the nominee stinils upon
a platform which he believes to em-
body more of the better principles of
government than those upon which
the opposing candidate stands. But
he regards the opposing candidate as
an honest man and he has learned
that an honest candidate on a bed
platform is to be preferred to a dis-
lenest candidate on a good platform.
The clishonest aziftecial *nor*, the
party platform and prostitutes every-
thing to the selfish interests of him-
self and his friends, regardlese of
party or the interests of his consetu-
ency. The honest official will serve
the people, and if there are dangers
,n the platform upon which he was
elected he will let the bad features
go by default.
It is the voter who has the. sense
to be 'independent enough to vote for
the best men regardless of party that
's a true patriot. It is the fool who
votes for "yaller dog" nominees that
is a vassal, and hasn't intelligence
enough to exercise the right of suf-
frage, regardless of how honest he
may be. It is the independent voter
that is to preserve this country as a
great republic. His tribe is rapidly
increasing, and may St increase ten-
fold more rapidly in the future than
it has in the past.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
Norway lost 28.274 persons, iu 1906,
by emigration.
There are 39,202 postoffices in the
German empire.
About 1.5o whales are captured year-
ly. Each whale averages 2,000 gal-
lons of oil.
The population of Prussia has
creased by about seecce000 since 1897.
It is now nearly 3fk000,coo.
There is talk in Germany or widen-
ing the Baltic canal. The traffic last
year on she canal reached a total of
34,150 eessels.
Improvements made in surgery
have been the means of reducing the
mortality of amputation operations to
6 per cent.
German shipyards last year built
ships nith a tonnage .of 395,,000. In
19os the tonnage of nett( ships built
in Germany was 307,000.
Thomas King was fined in a Lon-
don police court the other day for
taking his baby to a pawnshop and
trying to pawn it for so cents, veliere-
with to buy gin.
The British Medical Journal wishes
to know' why people can sit out a
play in a titeater without coughing
and cannot do the same in the case of
a sermon in a church.
A small table that had been many
years in an alms-house at Bristol.
England, was sent recently with other
discarded furniture to an auetion
room, u here it was recognized as a
Chippendale and sold for $367.50.
When the Hotel Kirby in Grafton.
Mass., was built in 1793, the Tete
panes of glass in the windows were a
curiosity, they were so large. The
three-story brick building was then
considered an imposing structure.
A gold coin—one-third of a guinea
—bearing the date 1802, has been
found in a collection box in Peterbor
ough, England. cathedral, with a re-
quest that it should be sold and the
proceeds given to the cathedral res-
toration fund.
Every man, woman and child in
Massachusetts produced $3oo worth of
manufactured goods and $15 worth of
agricultural products in 1905—Over
$1,000,020,000 worth of manufactured
products' and only $42,000,000 worth
of agricultural.
In :he counties of Mathgorda, What
ton and Brazoria, Texas, are 40,000
acres of red cedar, from which is cut
and shipped the wood of which pen-
cils are made. Much of the wood is
exported to Germany after being cut
into strips. It is a very profitable
Texas industry.
In the November issue of the Trans
vaal Medical Journal Dr. Currie de-
scribes his success in the treatment of
cercbro-spinal meningitis. While agree
ing that lumbar puncture and hot
baths have their value, he gives a de-
cided preference to opiates. provided
these arc given in full and repeated
doses.
THINK BOOKS ARE AT FAULT
Apparent Disappearance of $123,000
of Uncle Sam's Money.
Chicago. Feb. 26.—The government
officials who are working on the dis-
appearance of $173,000 from the sub-
erasurq in this city today declared
that they were unable to trace the
theft to any one person, and they,
nave formed the strong opinion that
the disappearance is not the result of
a theft, but of a clerical error. _
Capt. Porter of the secret service.
who has, charge of the case, said to-
day that he believed the matter would
he straightened out before night. He
would not say that he bad abandoned
the theory of a theft, but otheretoffic-
ials cdtmected with the sub-trelestary
declared that the idea of an l'rror
was receiving far more considerarion
than that of it possible ro6beryie
PAPHR WADS HURLED LH
SCHOOL KILL BOY WHO
THREW AND HIS MOTHER
Summoned for Punishment, He Drops
Dead; Woman Dies of Grief
for Son.
Ravenna, 0., Feb. 27.—Mrs. George
Finch, mother of fourteen-year-old
Robert Finch, who dropped dead in
school Thursday, dropped dead at
her home here today. She died of a
broken heart.
The boy was throwing paper wads
in school Thursday and was caught
by the teacher. She called bins to the
leant to punish him and he dropped
dead at her feet. He had been suf-
fering anti heart disease.
Ever since the boy's sudden death
Ma. Finch has been uncousolable.
She wept day and night and would not
be comforted. Today, as she was
walking across the yard at her home,
she dropped to the ground dead.
She it survived by a husband and a
grown-up son.
ROCK PILE, sot DAY,
FOR WIFE DESERTERS
MAY BECOME OHIO LAW
Stern Suggestions of Ohio Divorce
Judge to Be Presented in
Next Legislature.
Toledo, 0., Feb. 27.—Divorce laws
with teeth are advocated by Judge
John F. Kurnler of Toledo, who, since
'his elevation to the common please
ou Feb. 1, has granted twenty di-
vorces, refused two, reconciled two
couples, and made a record for heavy
alimony.
Judge Kurnler advocates -
Punishment of wife-deserters with
rocla.breaking sentences at so eents a
day, ao cents to go to the family.
Thirty days betwen application for
and issuance of marriage license.
Advertisement of proposed mar-
riages in newspapers.
Divorced persons forbidden to
marry within five years.
Heavy alimony on suing husbands.
Indictment of alimonyosbirkers for
non-support
Judge Kumler't suggestions are re-
ceiving much atention here and will
be put before the next legislature
TREMENS PATIENT
SPEAKS FOR DEAD.
Says He Saw 250-Pound Hospital At-
tendant Kneeling on Unfor-
tunate.
St. Louis, Feb. 27 —Charges base
been preferred in behalf of Antone
Matousek. of No. zoos; South Elev-
enth street, who died at the city hos-
t ea! last Thursday, against John
!erne, a night attendant iu the obser-
tation ward at the hospital, by
George Bailey, a patient discharged
Monday. Davis was arrested yes-
terday.
Matousek. who was received Feb-
ruary 19, saffering from alcohollsm,
teed after an operation. Bailey as-
serts that he saw Davis kneel oa
the man's stomach.
HARGIS FEUD TO GO ON
STAGE: JUDGE WILL
BE PUT IN DRAMA.
Lexington, Ky. Feb. 27.— The liar-
ets-Cockrill feud is to be dramatized.
The coming young playwright, Aus-
t:n Strong, of Ncw York. has writ-
ten here for a history of the famous
feud which has so aroused the whole
country, and has been supplied with
the facts, although no complete his-
Ivey of the feud has yct been writ-
tea.
Strong is only :,bout twenty-five
years old. He is a enn of the noted
aitist. Joe Strong, who was one of
the leading spirits irs the San Fran-
ci!co Bohenien club, the works of
which were destroyed by fire after
the recent earthquake.
He is also a grandson of the note('
writer, James Lewis Stevenson, and
Wall with him in Hawaii during the
troubles on that island years ago.
STORM BREAKS LOOSE AT
CARTER'S JAPANESE STAND
(governor of Hawaii Said His Daugh-
ter Could Wed Mikado
Subject
Honolulu, Feb. 19 (via San Fran-
cisco,,Feb. 27)—Nothing that has hap-
pened for a long time in Hawaii has
created the same widespread interest
as Gov. Carter's announcement, in an
interview expressing his attitude to-
ward the Japanese, that he had been
willing that h'is daughter should mar-
ry a Japanese.
It was the subject of discussion.
everywhere. The newspapers Were
bombarded with communications re-
garding it, an overwhelneing majority
•of them expressing sentiments strong-
ly against this attitude of the gover-
roe, some of them in viotent langu-
age, and some 'in contemptuous lang-
uage.
TWO-CENT FARE
FOR INDIANA.
Bill is Signed by Gov. Hanly and
Will Become Law in May
or June.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 27.—G0v.
Plenty signed the Bland 2-cent fare
act. It has an emergency clause, and
in effect with the publication of
'413' new Isersa about May or June.
JOE BLACKBURN 
IS APPOINTED
ANNOUNIIIIIIMM"11
Mayor. 
Weare authorizecteannekince the
ziliclidacy of Charlif Ried for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
he held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce tile
APPOINTMENT TAKES EFFECT candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
UPON CONFIRMATION AND subject to the Democratic Primary to
RETIREMENT OF BOARD. be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are authorized to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a!aicti-
date for re-election to the e* of
city cleric subject to the lkinis.eattec
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
Army Engineers Are to Be Leaders
in the Canal Construction
in Future.
Washington, Feb. 27.—By an order
addressed to the Isthmian Canal com-
mission today President Roosevelt, as
far as lay in his power under the
existing law, transferred to Engineer
Branch, of the army, the responsi-
bility for the further construction of
the Panama canal.
He also, in the same order, formal-
ly recorded the abandonment for the
present at least of the project of hav-
ing the canal work done by contract
on the percentage system.
Another. feature of the order was
the announcement of the resignation
of John F. Stevens as engineer in
charge of the canal construction.
Shonts is in New York where he
will, tomorrew, preside at a meeting
of the directors of the Panama rail-
road company of which he is presi-
dent, and it is expected he will for-
mally resign from that office.
The intention of the president is
that there shall be an entire reorgan-
ization of the commission with three
army officers of the enginer corps as
its leading members and who are to
have charge of the engineering feat-
ures of the canal work.
The chairman arid engineer in chief
of the commission will be Major Goe-
thals and his associates will be Major.
Dub Gaillard and Major W. L Sibert,
to rank in the order named. These
officers are all comparatively young
and ambitious and members of corps.
The reorganization is to become
effective immediately upon confirma-
tion and the retirement of the old
c ornmi salon.
Senator Joseph C. S. Blackburn, of
Kentucky, who retires from the Uni-
ted States 'senate on March 4. will
he made a member of the resergielies-
tion of the commission.
President Roosevelt is unaware or
the specific reasons which have been
influential in prompting Stevens' res-
ignation. It was a surprise to him,
very much, for as late as the middle
of Desernber Stevens made no men-
tion of a wish to retire in the near 1907.
future
ALL BIDS REJECTED
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
THE PANAMA CANAL
No Readverusement to Be Made--
Meeting Pioposalts Under Plana
First Laid Down.
Washinsonn. Feb. 27—It has been
decided not to accept any bids for
building the Panama Canal. It was
decided also that there should he no
readvertisement inviting proposals for
constructing the canal under the plan
24 first laid down, but there will be
a full consideration of the whole sub-
ject before determining on a change
of the present procedure.
This announcement was made foe
lowing the meeting of the Cabnet and
after the president had been in con-
Oerence for an hour or more with
Secretaries Taft and Root. An ex-
planation of the reasons for this de-
cision will, it was stated, be issued
from the White House some time
during the afternoon.
Stevens Resigns.
Wachington, Feb. 26.—The presi-
dent has received a letter from Mr.
John F. Stevens, chief engineer of the
Panama Canal commission, in which
he asks to be entirely relieved from
work en the canal as soon as he can
he replaced by a competent person
and that person can become familiar
with the work. The president has ac-
cepted Mr. Stevens' resignation.
CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken circuit court—George
Rawleigh, executor of Milton H. In-
gram, plaintiff, vs. equity. George 0.
Ingram and others, defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred
to Cecil Reed, master commissioner
of the McCracken circuit court, to
take proof of assets and liabilities of
the estate of Milton H. Ingram, de-
ceased, and all persons having claims
against said estate are required to
properly cerify and file the same, be-
fore said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 15th day of April, 1907, or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the executor of said
estate unadministered, and all persons
are hereby enjoined and restrained
from collecting their claims, against
said estate, except through this snit.
And it is ordered that this order be
published in The Paducah Daily Reg-
ister es required by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the t6th day of Feb-
ruary 1907.
CRICK de RA9SeAltesneys.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
Peculiar Poultry Designation.
The following appears in an adver-
tisement in a South African. tap-coun-
try paper, announcing the sale of
poultry: "Prize poultrx for sale, 75
hens end five hens' husbands"
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the pemo-
cratic Priakary to be held Thursdey,
May 2, 1907.
City Treasurer.
'We are authorized to announce tte
candidacy of William Krans for citer
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary ter be held Thursday, May a,
1907-
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be kid Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
We are authorized, to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, fur
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be. held Thursday
May 2, 1907..
City Amemor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewast Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor.
subject to the Democratic Primar)
to be held Thursday, May 2, 1907
City Jailer.
We are authorised to announce the
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, Mat 2,
1907-
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for cee
jailer, subject to the Democratic Po-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
I We are authorized to announce thecandidacy of Al. liyinarsh for cityjailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We arc authorized to acomince tic
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, subject tonhe Democratic Pri-
mary to he held Thursday, May 2.
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of IL M. Mlles foe city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
tE at to be held Thursday, May 2.
1 1907.
-CLAIM NOTICE.
McCracken circuit court. *Felix G
Rudolph, administrator of Fred A.
Hunter, plaintiff, vs. Equity. Hen-
rietta Hunter, etc.. defendants.
Ordered that this action be referred'
to Cead Reed, master commissioner...
of McCracken circuit court, to take
proof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Fred A. Hunter, deceased.
and all persons having claims against
said estate are required to property
verify and file the same before saki
commissioner, on or before the t5th
day of April, igo7, or they will be for-
ever barred from asserting any claim
against the *sets in the bands of the
of said estate unadmin-
istered, and all persons are 'hereby
enjoined and restrained from collect-
ing their chines against said estate
except through this suit. And it is
ordered that this order be poblished
in The Paducah Daily Register as re-
quired by law.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
said court, this the eoth day of Feb-
ruary, 1907.
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
By R. II. Hay, D. C.
Oliver, Oliver de McGregor, Attor•
neys.
.L,.
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LINCOLN SHAFT.. Ai IL
APPROPRIATION FOR
Is Passed By Senate, Having Gone
Through House Previously.
Washington, Feb. 27.—Senator Mc-
Creary today made a speech in* sup-
port of an apnropriation of $10,00o
aid in constructing A shaft or =Gnu-
merrt to Abraham Lincoln at Hodgen-
ville, Ky. The senate passed the ap-
propriation. It alreedy had :passed
the house, through the efforts of
Representative D. IT. Smith. The
senate, on Mr:. McCreary's motion.
also agreed to an appropriation of
$75,000 for continuing the improve-
ment of the Kentucky river in com-
pletion of the contract authorizatidn..
Condition Rarely Met With.
Every state will be delivered fryn
Its calamities whereeby,the favor of
fortune, great power utiiies, withestitte
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Coats, Fine Suits
Shirtwaists and Skirts are being
sold very cheap now at
P14 OU
!CORRECT DRESSERS FOR LADIES & CHILDREN
317 Broadway
111•Osteehe••••••••••••••••••••
•
• PERSONAL MENTION. •
• •
1.46•••••••••••••••••••••••
Mr. Harry T. Hollingshead of Chi-
cago :s in the city.
Captain Monty West has returned
from a sneeting of life insurance
agent, at :Buffalo.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and Deputy
Sheriff Hume Ogilvie returned last
(-ening from Frankfort where they
made settlement with the state audi-
tor for state taxes they collected in
this city and county.
Mrs. J. IL Walton has returned
from San Antonio, Texas, and other
Southern points.
Miss Pearl Themirss of Mayfield. re-
turned home yesterday after isiting
Miss Letha Puryear of Broadway.
Woodville have returned home after
Misses Lulu and Willie Rice of
visiting Mrs. Wm. Pippin of South
Thirteenth.
Mr. George B. 1%'earen, the Cairo
wholesale grocer, was here yester-
day.
Miss 'Margaret Cartwright of
1'6:action is viAting Mrs. F. E. Cart-
wright of Monroe street.
Dr. Vernon Blythe returned yes-
terday from St. Louis.
Colonel J. C. IlIcElrath of Murray
is visiting his daughter, Nfrs. RoberL
Coleman of West Jefferson.
Miss Arizona +Blackburn returned
yesterday from Calvert City.
Miss Liate Mansfield is visiting
her brother. Mr. Walter Mansfield of
Fulton A day or two ago she fell
and badly sprained her arm.
Mrs. James Green has gone to Ful-
ton to visit her daughter, Mrs. L.
Carter.
Mrs. Gazelle* Bennett has returned
from visiting 'in Fulton.
Dr. 1). G. Murrell has returned
from a week's stay at his big planta-
tion in Louisiana.
Mass Myrtle Decker yesterday
went to visit in Clarkedale, Miss.
Messrs. Willisan ami Louis Rieke.
Jr.. will return today from
York.
Ur. Pat McAndrews arrived here
yesterday from Evansville. He is a
drummer in winter, but during sum-
mer plays base ball, being short-stop
for the Hopkinsville Kitty league
team. Last year he managed the
Keokuk team in the Iowa league, and
this year manages the Terre Haute,
pd. team in the Central league.
Colonel Victor Van de Male re-
tinned yesterday from a drumming
trip to Tennessc'e.
- Mrs. Etliyd Lofton of Peoria. Ill.,
is here to attend the bedside of her
mother. Mrs. Mary English of tan
Clay street. who is quite ill.
Good Idea.
Editor Higdon, of the Leitchfield
Gazette, remarks:
"We have found it a good idea to
• Work on the beam in our own eye be-
fore trying to locate the mote in our
brother's eye. The biggest end of the
beam is still to remove, .to we he
not Yet attempted even to get ready
to start to commence digging for the
mote."
Pa Smith threw down his news-
paper in disgust. "It's shameful," he
exclaimed, "the ji these 'ere col-
leges waste money on furniture!
Here's an aceottat.of somebody giving
Harvard $200p00 for a new chair!"—
Judge.
--•
Miugginc—Your wife kinks stunning
in that deceillette gown, and yet she
seems worried—looks as though she
had something on her mind.
guggins--srlassibly, I know she
hasn't Much on her back.—Philadel-
phia Record.
Ended the Discussion.
Al lit* Winsted, Conn., girl, an
adopted child, timed the tables with
stunning effect,..fupon children who
were teasing her because she was an
adopted child to the patents who loved
her as their own. "MY papa and
masorita picked me oat, and wanted
212114" Was thee retort. "You.ca had. to
take yod just as you were whether
they wanted yOu or not."
Every Word of profanity is a
jraYer tCrhi Eatanid Majeity.
4tIkett•titilttlt******0•44****
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• NEWS IN BRIEF.
•
••••••••••••••••••••444444i
—Mayor Yeiser yesterday deferred
until this afternon the meeting of the
Riverside hospital board of directors.
M. E. Relikopf's condition shows
no signs of improvement, being pre-
carious yet.
—Harold, the son of Mr. Arthur
Bailey, the newspaper writer, is ill
with scarlet fever at their home on
Broadway near Twelfth street.
—J. 'I'. Henley, car inspector for
the I. C., is confined at his home hear
the Union depot with severe body
bruises, caused by an engine striking
a suing of cars in the yards and
shoving them suddenly together while
he was in between two of them in-
specting the air brakes.
—Dispatches from Washington an-
nounce Miss Cootie Grundy of this
city has been granted a patent, it
being a mailing card that can be
folded into a match case, and quite
an ingenious invention she made a
year ago.
Mrs. Minnie Hargrove of Mayfield
has hied suit there for divrce Irons
her husband, Leonard iflargTOVe,
formerly the wholesale grocery drum-
mer out of Paducah. lie abandoned
her la h year and is now supposed to
be in South Dakota.
—City Clerk Bailey has selected
Mr. Henry Enders as assistant to
help the clerk make out the sanoo
tax bills in getting ready for this
year's tax collections.
—Mhaager William Thompson of
the county poor farm expects to move
tomorrow from the old buildings on
Wiest Tennessee street to—site new
ones out at Lone Oak. 1.114„jegnsates
will he transferred also.
—Miss Grace Kelly and Mr. Ernest
Lange of Illinois were married yes-
terday afternoon by Justice Charles
Emery at his office on South Fourth.
BASEBALL CLUB.
Mr. E. J. Trail Will Manage Amateur
Club This Year—Car Corn-
pany Extend Line.
General Manager John S. Bleecker
of the Stone & Webster properties,
that include the baseball park. hn
arranged for Mr. E. J. Trail, the
Broadway barber, to manage the
amateur ball club to be inainteined
here this year. The park will be
put in good condition shortly and
engagements with other ,teams made
for them to come here and play
games.
The street car company is consid-
ering extending its line from the base-
ball park entrance, out by Mayor
Yeiser's country home, and tither
over towards George C. Wallace's
country home, or in the opposite di-
rection thdeugh Arcadia.
"You say that trusts arouse your
indignation?"
"Certainly," answered Mt. Dustin
Stax. "It makes me very angry in-
deed 'td sec these other trusts taking
from the public so much money which
might be expended for the particular
commodity which mine controls."—
Washington Star.
Defined Law's Status.
A lawyer ,once, rather clumsily re-
sponding to the toast of the law at a
dinner, of an art society, said that he
did not see how the law cduld be con-
sidered one of the arts, at which point
Jerrold interjected the word "Black!'
which came out like a shoe from a
gun.
Canals in Ancient Times.
The idea of canal building came
from Asia in ancient times. Although
it occurred several thousands of years
' ago, it will be news to most persona
'
that old Nebuchadnezzar built? canal
tributary to Babylon as long as the
Erie canal.
Indete- Pelii6W,of Mourning.
(Washinseton Herald.)
"How long does a widow mourn the
death of her husband?"
"1 dunno; sometimes when they
marry :train Hwy mourn, it the hsf-
ancc of their lives."
I You are not likely to lead men lo
'faith in God by preaching ernolted
factsahout men
SHERIFF HAS
HIS QUIETUS
MR. OGILVIE AND DEPUTY RE-
TURNED YESTERDAY
FROM FRANKFORT.
Took Him Only Ten Minutes to Set-
tle With the Auditor for State
Taxes Due.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and Dep-
uty Sheriff Hume Ogilvie returned
last evening from Frankfort where
they made settlement with the audi-
tor for the taxes collected for the
state on city and county property.
The sheriff had all his records,
Iohecks, etc., ready and it took onlytell minutes to settle With the audi-
tor. .
The taxes were those collected dar-
ns 1506, and last fall the sheriff paid
-..:47,152.60 to the auditor while the
work of collecting here was in pro-
gress. A few days later lie paid
$384, leaVing a balance due the com-
monwealth now of $2,722.39, and' he
paid that sum over Tuesday and re-
ceived his quietus for the entire $50,-
258.99, that he paid into the state
treasury.
'Sheriff Ogilvie now has the tax col-
lection task of his hands until next
fall when he starts collecting the 1907
taxes. 'Phi, is the first settlement
he has made, being in office only one
year, and the accurate and expedit-
ious manner in which he effected the
settlement shows the experienced of-
ficial he is, having served many years
as deputy before being elected sher-
iff* therefore being thoroughly con-
versant with the office work.
The fiscal court next June fixes'
this year's tax rate, but not until
about September does the sheriff com-
mence his collection;.
SUNFLOWER PHILISOPHY.
The only winter sport an old man
cares much for is reading the ther-
mometer.
It's a mighty poor cigar that isn't
a good one if it happens to be the
last one available.
You don't know all of grief and lone
liness unless you have been a boy and
lost a pet dog.
The amusement of boys loses a
great deal of its fascination if they
have some one's permission to in-.
dulge in it.
A man was talking today of some-
thing very unreliable. "It is as unre-,
liable,' he said, "as an expert's opin-
ion."
There is too much ettention paid to
the "influence" of women over men,
and too little said about the fear men
have of women.
Ashes sprinkled on the sidenalk at
this season of the year look better to
the average man than a marble filen-
tain in the front yard.
A mans wife's kin never expect is
children to amount to much because
they bear such a resemblance ter their
father, but if the children really do
turn out well it doesn't help the
standing any.—Atchison (Kan.) Globe
— -- --
Mending Box.
Get sn ordinary wooden bex,bought
from your grocer; cover it with denim
and pad the lid. Line the box with a
pretty wall paper. On the outside
make two pockets of the denim, with
Raps to fasten down, and tack these
pockets on with brass-head tacks. In
one pocket put thread, thimble, scis-
sors, etc. Fill 'the other with scraps
of woolen and cotton material for
mending. On the inside lid tack a
pincnhion, for needles and pins. Gar-
ments and stockings to be mended
can be put inside of box until your
mother or big sister have time to get
at them, and then everything is ready.
Large Owl Is Judge's Victim.
One of the largest owls ever seen
in Benton county was shot by Judge
McFadden, says the Philornath Re-
ciew. The bird measures about four
feet from tip to tip of wings. The
honcrrable judge, heating a clatter
among his fowls about one o'clock in
the morning, sallied out with his shot-
gun and observed the cause of the
disturbances perched in the top of a
tree among the chickens.
Puts It Up to lohnson
During e dog tight in front of this
office one day last week Sherman
Johnson so far forgot himself as to
call us a liar and hit us on the nose.
Scores of people would 'have said that
we ought to have him arrested for
assault and battery, but we shall not
do so. We shall let his own con-
science punish hint—Hometown, Cal.,
Banner.
"THEY'RE OFF IN A BUNCH,"
SAYS DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE
IMMEDIATELY UPON THE ENTRANCE FEES BEING FIXED
LAST EVENING THERE WAS QUITE A RUSH BY THE CAN-
DIDATES To OFFICIALLY GET IN THE RACE AND START
THE POLITICAL POT TO BOILING—COMMITTEE CLOSES
THE ENTRY BOOKS MARC H 23 A.NfD CALCULATES IT
WILL COST ABOUT daco FOR THE PRIMARY—SURPLUS
MONEY TO BE REFUNDED THE CANDIDATES — THINGS The Recapitulation is Forwarded thy.
WILL NOW BEGIN TO HUM IN THE PARTISAN RANKS. State Board Which Has Been
Letticg Figures Remain.
LAST DAY FOR
COMPLAINTS
THE COUNTY BOARD WILL
RECEIVE NO ONE AFTER
TODAY.
Entrance Fees.
Mayor —Vs.
City Attorney—$15.
City), Jiti I er —$2o.
Cit5r A aSe SSOr—$15.
City Treasurer—V.5.
City Clerk—$20.
City Engineer—$25.
Councilmen —$2.
Aldermen--$2.
School Trustee—Nothiug.
The above are the figures the sub-
committee of the city democratic
committee decided last evening will
heve to be paid as entrance fees by
any candidate entering the coming
mitnielpal primary for the respective
offices.
This money is paid in by the as-
pirants to the committee, wnich uses
it to defray the expenses of the demo-
cratic primary, and then if there is
any money left over after the pri-
mary, it is paid back to the candi-
dates who get it according to the
amounts they paid to get in the field.
The sub-committee that is making
all arrangements for the primary met
last evening at the office of Chairman
W. E. Berry in the Fraternity build-
ing, and after deciding what the en-
trance fees should be, concluded that
all the people intending to run for
office will have to pay their entrance
fee into the committee's hands by
March 22, as that date the entries
will be closed, because it will take she
forty days intervening between that
date and the primary, May 2, to get
tke ballots printed anal finish prepa-
rehoric for the election.
The candidates' names will come
on the ballot according to payment
of the entrance fees, that is, who-
ever pays his fee first and thereby
officially gets in the race first, will
have his name to come first under
that, column on the ballot.
The arrangements committee will
:Aso request every candidate to file,
by March 22, the list, out of which
there will be chosen the officers to
have charge of the election at each
precinct in the city. The law is that
ever,/ candidate will make out a fist
containing the names of four people
in each precinct and submit these
lasts to the committee from which
that combined number picks the four
precinct officers.
There are eighteen precincts in the
city and it takes four officers to hold
the election at every place. These
officers get $2 each for their day's
work, and as there are seventy two
officers, their combined services will
ccst $ree. Then experience has shown
that it takes about $2 as rent for each
beilding to hold the election therein
this equalling $36, which combined
tc the officers' pay, makes $18c. Then
there are the ballots to be printed,
together with the educational bal-
lots, the ballot boxes to be manufac-
tured, stencils and ink pads bought,
ard incidental expenses which gen-
crelly total about $3oo.
There arc already three candidates
lout for mayor, with prospects of onemore anyhow. Three carwlidates
have announced for city attorney,
eight for city jailer, two for city as-
sessor, one for treasurer, two for city
clerk, while there will be one for
city engineer, Mr. Washington never
having any opposition,_ while it is
safe to estimate that twelve council-
men will come out, and an equal num-
ber of aldermen, and school trustees.
Calculating on this basis, the certain
entrance fees will amount to $448.
The comtnittee figures so that if any
candidate drops out of this and that
race, the fees will be enough to pay
off the primary, and then after all
expenditures are liquidated whatever
of the fund is left over is distributed
back among the candidates in accord-
ance to the amounts they paid in on
entering the races.
Quite a number of candidates paid
their fees to the committee last even-
ing in order to -have their names first
in the column allotted to the office
which they are seeking.
It 44 just nine weeks, or sixty-
three days from this morning until
the primary, May 2, and now that'
matters have been settled by the com-
mittee as to fees and figures, things
will commence getting active in the
1 political line and the pot will boilend the tme when the people at thepelle decide who shall take charge ofthe different city offices the first of
next year and fill them for four years,
with exception of the councilmen, al-
ecrmen and trustees who serve for
two years each.
All parties intending to enter for
r.ny office will pay their money to
Cheirman Berry.
The sub-body arranging things is
Mr. Berry, James M. Lang, Al M.
Foreman, James P. Steeds and Gus
G. Rogers.
• A Chicago View.
(Chicago Reeked-Herald.)
A resoltrtion has been introducei
in the Missouri Icgielrture which gives
directions for tbz. eri nunciation of
the liame of fee tette and seeks to
make them official. Probably its first
effect will be to excite the humorists,
a stye% the case when the legislators
of Arkansas set the seal of their ash
prove' on "Arkansaw," but the people
need official guidance. Most of them
give the double "s" in Missouri the
sound of a buzzing "z," and, in a
spirit of levity, the whole name is
touched off as "Misery," which is
supposed to indicate the condition of
the unfortunates who have foundered
in the great commonwealth and never
been able to get away.
This, moreover, is only one of many
examples of a perplexing diversity,
tvhich seems to call for the services
of experts. There should be an offi-
cial. edict concerning the metropolis
of Missouri, which is sometimes
''leoseey". and sometimes "Louis.''
A Mavasins of Famous Editors.
One of the most interesting of
periodical adventures in the tirst quer
ter of the last century was the estab-
lishment of the Liberal—a literary
journal planned by Lord Byron in
Italy eonpointly with Shelley and
Leigh Hunt, who were then with him
there. hut to be published in London,
with [fent as editor. The coneulta-
tion took place at Leghorn, a week
before Shelley was drowned in
Gulf of Spczzia. The Liberal was
started in this suiruner of 1822, but
only sour numbers were issued, the
first of these containing Byrim's great
satire, "The Vision of Judgment," two
years before the poet's death. Leigh
Hunt had ten years earlier set out on
his journalistic career in the Examiner
established by hie brother, in which
appeared some of his most note-
warthy sonnets. His most important
writing was in the Indicator, in the
Companion. and in the Talker—"A
Daily Journal of Literature and the
Stage." lasting during two years, and,
written almost entirely by himself.—
II. M. Alden, in Harper's Monthly.
— —
Cobalt in Graves.
It 7: reported that there has been
found lead and cobalt on the farm of
Monroe Culp, in the northern part of
the county, near J. H. Carter's mill.
better known as the old Lyle Min
Clark's river. For 0 long time it has
been thought that there was lead in
that vicinity, but all efforts to find it
were futile until an old man came
ir. some time ago and, upon investiga-
tion, found the results as above
stated. If !hie be true it is lucky for
Mr. Culp, as, Of 't*,,Urce, he will be
able to se' his land for a large price,
and it will cause lend to "go up" in
the neighborhood.
It is said that the same man found
on the same land a very fine quality
of potter's clay. It is accessible to
the N., C. & St. L. railroad, and if
either of the discoveries are in paying
quantities they will bring into the
country much money. We hope that
it is so.—Mayfield Monitor.
Clara—I wish I could believe what
he says, but—
Maude—What does he say?
Clara—Why, he says he loves me,
yet he has only known me two days.
Itfaude—Wiell, perhaps that's the
reason—Chicago News.
Mrs. Henry Peck (to her caller)—
I met my husband while out skating
He quite captivated me by the grace-
ful way he cut the figure "8." Mr.
Henry Peck (sotto vcrice)—Yes, and
ever since that time I have been cut-
ting the figure "o."—Boston Tran-
script.
This fs the last day on which com-
plainants can appear before county
board of euperivisors for purpese ot
laying before that pocks whatever
piotest the property) owners might
make regarding the seise in asessed
valuation made by the supervisors up•
on the sealty and personalty the own-
ers have. After this, afternoon posi-
t rely no one will be received by the
supervisors, who commence counting
up the total assessment of all kinds
of property in order to turn the
books in to the office of the county,
clerk, who makes a copy oi the re-
capitulation and forwards this to
Frankfort where it goes before the
state board of equalization so that
body can determine whether the total
McCracken county assesemept ie
proportion as compared with the total
assessment of other counties in' the
State. If McCrcaken is valued too
low for tax purposes the state body,
makes a raise of five or ten pee cent
on the whole. This always results
in delegation of magistrates going
up to the state capital and protest-
ing at the total being increased.
The county aesessor and cocotte-
supervisors here value the properties
at such an equitable figuer, that for
four yeats back the state -body hart
let the figures stand at what they
were fixed by the local officials. It is
believed the same will result tide
year.
The county rate of taxation is not
fixed until June because the fiscal
court does not until then, decide boo
much money they want to spend this
year in public affair4 pertaining to
the county government.
RESENTS SLAP AT FARMER
011ie James Reminds Grosvenor That
Cornfield Workers Must Pay for
Ship Subsidy.
Washington, Feb. 27.--W1en the dc
bate was in progress on the ship sub.
sidy bill Gen. Grosvenor, of Ohio, re
marked sarca.stically that people-who
have not lived all their lives in the
cornfields are for the bill.
"The people who work in the corn-
helils will have to pay the subsidy it
this bill passes," exclaimed 011ie
James. The speaker promptly called
the Kentuckian to order, and by so
doing extricated Gen. Grosvenor from
a tight hole.
VERDICT FOR Sa.000.
Mrs. Nannie Shulhafer Awardea Dare
ages Against Louisville Railway
Company.
Louisville. Feb. 27.—Mr'. Nannie
Shulhafer, wife of Simon Shufhafer,
was awarded a verdict for $2,000 dam
ages aa.ainst lie Louisville Railway
company by s jury in Judge Field's
court. While attempting to alight
frier • ,-ar at Second and Hill
suet': I ebruary 21 the plaintiff suf-
fered from an accident which cause
partial paratisis of her left leg an
permanent lameness. She was on the
platform when the car started, throw-
ing her against the iron railing.
Impatience Sometimes of Value.
Impatience may be a fault at home
or in society. but in thc workshop se
office it is a big step towards success
Edgar W. Whittemore
Real Estate tummy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Pada.
cab. Ky.
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
r,"16. KING OF CEMENT" •
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones' OM 960 New 245' Thirteenth and Atlanta Street
•-
OD
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say these is a great difference,
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
IJ. H. OehlschlaegerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWAY
WE; USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Pim
scauss it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third. 
. • ,
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out ejury.
Fourth.
It irons either -tiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
'Star Laundry
Phone aome
I PADUCAH CENTRALINCOORA r
THIS IS THE PLACE I 
1306 fr MT • Day and Night
Altalogne School
NOW IS THE TIME
Excursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bea
excursion oat of Paducah_
sum For the Round 
Trip to
VI) Tennesseuiver & refer'
It Is a trip of pleasure, condos
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cacti
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. •
For other information apply to Jas
Koger, superintendent; Freak E
Brown, agent-
 essasi
Excursion Rates on
The Rivet
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unliznitled Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included. AL
- ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, x.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
Wh:t is said TO be the greatest drug
store in the world exists in Moscow,
and is 203 years old. Since Atm it has
been in the family of the present pro-
prietor. It is a building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
insieding one for the professional tele
ca:ion of the staff, which numbers
:yon ree-snes. They make lip about
4000 prescriptions a day.
assails National Bank "Snap"
Excerpt From Speech Wherein Hon.
011ie James Characterizes Wall
Street Man is Always Hog.
--
Washington, Feb. 27.—In the discus
'ion on the plastoflice appropriation
bill Hon. 011ie James, of the First
Kentucky district, said in part:
Mr. Chairman, the republican party
has been exceedingly kind to the na-
tional hanks, so kind, indeed, that its
kindness has ripened into love. Under
the beneficent laws that party has en-
acted the national banker can buy
eicio,000 worth of bonds, upon which
lie gets interest and upon which no
taxes can be collected, and by this
saves it least 2 per cent, which is the
amount, when we include state, coun-
ay, school, municipal and sometimes
railroad tax, and then the United
States allows him to issue, by deposit-
ing these bonds, the sum of $ico,000
in money, which he lends to the pub-
lic at from 6 per cent to to per cent
per annum, or nhatever the market
will stand, and every time a bank note
of the $100,000 issued is lost, burned
or destroyed the banker is this much
additional ahead. What per cent this
Nvould be 1 have no accurate informa-
tion, but it undoubtedly is considered
treble.
Mr. Chairman, the government of
the United States does not stop here
in its special favors and class legisla-
tion. but it continues its friendly aid
to these "strugglatg bankers," and
lends money collected from all the
people by taxation, willow any inter-
est at all, to the national bankers,
year in and year out. What a vast
sum it is! The statement of the
United States treasury issued on the
oath of January, 1907. lawns in na-
tional bank depositories of the United
States $161.061,704.25.
This wonderful sum of the people'p
money. in the national hanks. without
the payment of ohe single cent of in-
terest, and which great'atim of money
they are charging from 6 to to per
cent per year when they lend this
money back to the i•eople. from whom
it came anti to whom it rightly be-
innate Mr. Chairman. I challenge the
world for a greater or more vicious
act of class legislation. I challenge
any one to present a scheme of spolia-
tion nr graft to excel it. Almost
every state in the union charges inter-
est upon its public funds so deposited.
The state of Missouri loans its money
at public auction to competitive bid-
ders and realizes upon it 3 per cent
.nterest per annum.
Mr. Cortelyou comes in as secreter.
of the treasury with all these millions
to place in- banks mettbout interest.
He, I presume, knows who contribut-
ed to the last campaign fund. because
lie was chairman. Would he loan it
to those who contributed abundantly,
or these who did not: to an enemy Or
a friend? I do not charge any corrup-
tion against any public official. but I
am calling attention to the Vicious-
•!ess of this system. A secretary of
:.c treasury, if the treasury is to be
lied 25 an adjunct to NVall street.
might deposit money today: this
would aid the bulbs lie might u ith-
draw it next day; this would aid the
bears. My understanding is that a
person may on Wall street be a bull
today and a bear tomorrow, but al-
ways a hog. (Laughter and applause)
am cyonfirmed in my belief upon
this question by the 1,111 introduced
in the Fifty-seventh congress by Mr.
Fowler. the same author of this pres-
ent bill now under discussion, which
was a simiiar bill to the one now
pending before this house. the differ-
ence being in the bill in the Fifty-
seventh congress one-fourth of t per
cent payable every six months, or one
half of e per cent per year. Now, if
it is not the intention of the gentle-
men to allow this money to be re-
turned to the bankers and it is to go
to the treasury. then the democrats,
by opposing thc bill providing for
one-half of m per cent interest per
year on $215.cemo,000, which the banks
were to have the right to issue, have
by this fight saved to the people the
difference between one-half of r per
tent interest and 3 per cent interest
now proposed, the sum of 2 1-2 per
cent intereat yearly upon $215.000,000,
or the huge sum of $3,375.000 per year
which. if it should run twenty years.
would amount to $ton,5oo.000.• The
whele system of allowing national
banks to issue money is wrong. Tr
there is money to be made out of
issuing inoriey, let the people make it
by the -government issuing it. The
vicious system which has grown up,
and to ell quite apparent, only fur-
ther sustains the contentions and op-
position of Thomas Jefferson and An-
drew Jackson made in the twilight of
;he republic.
Remarkable Breed.
Two Oklahoma City real estate men
had a German farmer in tow, and
carted him into the country to ste a
farm which has considerable low land
and where overflows are frequent.
They passed a barn where the high-
water mark was about eight feet
above the ground.
"And what is that?" inquired the
farmer.
One otthe real estate men, who is
ever ready with an answer, looked up
at the water-mark, -and sAd: "That's
nothing. It'e where the hogs have
been brushing up against the barn."
They drove on in silence, when sud-
denly the farmer broke the atmo-
sphere by saying: "I do not want the.
farm, but will buy all the hogs like
that you can posaibly serape up."--•
TROUSSEAU INSURANCE
ON MUTUAL PLAN
--
Dozen New York Girls Put Up "Jack
pot" for First Who Marries.
(New Yolk Press.)
"Trousseau insurance" is the title
which might be given to a new system
of money-saving looking to a future
day instituted by a dozen pretty girl,
employed in one of the Twenty-third
street stores. In the matter of in-
centive it has life insurance of any
sort "beaten to a standstill," for not
catty is there no need of dying to
"beat the game," btrt you • draw a
double prize—a husband and a trous-
seau.
This is how the piquant and blonde
young woman who sells combs ex-
plains the new money-saving club:
"There arc twelve cf us, and we
each put up a dollar a week on pay
day. The treasurer deposits it in a
savings bank. That is $11 a week.
In ten weeks we will have Stec) to
our credit. Then if sonic one should
get married—not that any of us are
engaged—well $ieci would buy a very
pretty wedding dress and et cetera;.'
"Oh! Then it is a sort of matri-
monial bait?"
The treasurer looked pained.
"Not at all. That trousseau money
will not help any avaricious man
N'sre've sworn an oath to spend every
cent that is coming to us on a trous-
seau, not on household goods, or in
setting husbands up in business. It
is a ditinctly practical amid feminine.
game."
"Suppose none of the tvrelve should
marry before a year had passed. Thee
you would have $4524 interest. Wbuld
bride No. I get it all, and leave the
exchequer empty for bride No. 2, who
might 'I ase her wedding day set for
two months later?"
"Olt, we have that all fixed.* re-
plied the treasurer. t riumphantly
"We have fixed the maximum amount
that can lie drawn at $250. If there
is more in the fund, it will be held
over for the next bride And of
course every time there is a weddine
we will admit another--or—"
"Victim 7-
"No; member. Lots of the girls
want to join, but we have limited it to
twelve, because when you have a lot
there is nearly always a fuss. You
see, most of us have small savings ac-
counts of our own, but we also have
home reaponsibilitiess—some one de-
pendent upon us, and it is dreadfully
hard to save any large suin against a
rainy day—or your wedding. Honest-
ly. I knew one girl who was engaged
lime years, and almost lost her sweet-
heart because she never could save up
enough money to get a trousseau and
the little household linen she had been
taught a woman must have before tier
wedding. Personally. I wouldn't flak
married happinesa for any;snelt fool-
ish reason, but just the same a girl
wants ism have a little wedding and
some pretty clothes, whether she mar-
ries -nit of a store or out of an office
or from her father's comfortable
home Many a girl's happiness, re-
sulting front a proposal and time con-
sequent engagement ring, has been
marred by time thought that she would
have to scrimp like sin to get her
trousseau. This uay, laying aside a
dollar a week, aou will be able to
recognize that a man's intentions are
aerionsly without worrying about the
wherewithal for yo‘ur bridal gown.
"And I don't fee why you can't
have trousseau insurance. You buy
Long Island property on the install-
ment elan—and there is no telling
when earthquakes will shift from
Jamaica to I.ong Island. You stint
to pay your building and loan assess-
ment—and the treasurer or some
other official may abecomi with the
funds. You pay a benefit association
dues—and never fall ill. You buy life
insurance, and maybe the undertaker
and the cemetery company get it all.
Now, with trousseau insurance it i•
different. There is always a pleasant
possillflity besides the financial return
for, business or no busincs. we are all
old-faltioned enough to feel that matri
mony is still worth while and the se-
lection of a wedding trousseau the
sartorial climex of a woman's life."
Better Than West Point.
(Collier's ‘Veekly..,
A :sae is known to us of a youne
men, residing near an army post, who
had studied for the West Po.nt ex-
amination, but failed of appointmeet
owing to adverse political influence
brought to bear on his congressman;
as he believed. Mitch depressed, he
told his trouble; to the crenmandant
at Fort Thomas, who advised him ti
enlist and fight his way up. His father
and older brother were cleegymen;
another brother held a go' place in
the civil service, and all were opposed
to the suggestion, bu'i he persisted.
Within a year he was a coeporal; a
little skirmish in the Philippines gave
him another lift; a Id he received his
commission as secord Pcutenant
less time than if he I ad gon•:. to 'Neat
Point. Of the terty-one men wits
were commissioime 1 second lieutenants
on January 3t, ailer Savine, men from
the ranks, many meseht tell truch the
same story. Susli facts seem likeIe
to make the work of gsrecrultie
officers less disheste.ring.
i 
To the Last Man.
Parks—This umbrella I am carrying
' is a present.
I Marks—Who to?— Boston Tran-
script. e s
SCHURMAN URGES
FILIPINOS' LIBERTY. *
eieeielkeete****************.
St. Louis, Feb. 27.—Doctor Jacob
Gould Schuman, president of Cornell
University, a lecturer and writer of
note, mm Ito was chairman af the first
United States Philippine csintmission,
stated last night at the St. Louis club
that the Philippine Islands will remain
in economic depression and stagnation
unless given freedom or free trade by
the United States.
A residence of nearly a year in the
Philippines, during which he studied
conditions closely, enables President
Schurman to talk authoritatively on
the subject. He stated that from an
economic point of view, the situation
in the islands is deplorable.
"We have robbed the Filipinos of
the prsferential market for their pro-
ducts they had with Spain," said Doc-
tor Sshurman, "and we have not
given to them another.
"Their chief exports are sugar and
tobacco,. We could make the archi-
pelago prosperous by iremoving the
ditties from those products, but this
congress has so far refused to do it,
notwithstanding that justice and be-
nevolence require that we should
make the concession, and even our
self-interest points time same way.
They will never become prosperous
without it."
Asked about the political prospects
of the Philippines, he said he believed
the American people regretted the
burden which the isliknds imposed
upon them, and they wAild gladly be
relievsd of it.
"A few years ago there were jingoes
smite loudly denounced the policy of
giving to the Filipinos their independ-
ence; but it appears that everyone is
ready to consider time subject today
W'hile there are undouttiedly som
who think the Filipinos incapable or.
self-gevernment. I believe they arc a•
capable of governing themselves 114
the second-class countries of Latin
America."
lie said the first step towards this
goal would be that the United State.
secure the neutralization of the Philip
pine Islands by treaty agreement with
the great powers of the world.
"That accomplished," he said, "ti c
ialands would no longer he an 'ate ,
of discord' among the nations. Tim'
Filipinos could devote themselves to
the problem of self-government, with-
out fear of foreign invasion, as Bel -
Omani and Switzerland do.
"It would be too much. howevee,
to expect their career of self-govern-
ment to be one of uninterrupted suc-
cess. The people would tindoubtedl
at) through the same revolutionary
history which has characterised time
Latin-American countries cif South
America; but disorder and etivnlution
blIze the= way to orderly government
as clearly demonstrated by Mexico
and the South American entintrie."
School Maintenance.
lie was asked whether the Unite,'
State: had not conferred a great boon
on the Philippines in providing am
ith schools lie replied that school.
in the Philippine Islands were neithei
founded nor superintended by Ameri-
can monty, but maintained by taxes
levied upon the Filipinos themselves
"American officials in the islands
use the money to pay Americans sal-
aries for the work. The establishment
of the system, on the whole, is good.
but no people likes in have even a
good thing forced upon it by an alien
race." he said.
"Thc problem of handling the
islands ia a simple one. Our census
returns show that the greater part of
the 7.5oo,000 inhabitants are civilized,
and what greater boon can the United
States confer upon it than to give the
Philippine Islands an opportunity te
become the first christian republic in
Asia?"
Doctor Scherman will be the guest
of honor thi sevening at a banquet
given by the Cornell club at the St.
Louis club. He will talk informally
Many Stenographic Systems.
These arc 48r stenographic systems
in use in the civilized world.
THE NEW MID MAIMED EDITION OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
• DICTIONARY •
Parels In Vocabulary. It la t.,. moat iii.e-
fiiiii, .rzi• and contents. Pell%
let:If-41 I.. er, bide eorrupthina or good
usage, and to mold unintelligible tech-
nicallt leg
Exhale In Arrangement- l'Ach word i i-
lea% a paragraph in lt..-1.ormet alphat4.1.
teal Meet. and is medley eatight t hoe)
Excels In ntyinalugisis. are rout-
art* r :mei entissly iho Is-it
ei-ofitsorpiniokttry. 'fboy arenot scrimped
erowitel Into titre tire
Excels in Pronunciation 1.-hieh is
(*deftly respelling With the disent wally
:narked II.tteri in the iiirlioollioolca,
the •oinal. of whiiih un.i taught in the
school.. • •
Excels in Definitions. They are demi.
feria.. .vet 4 1104'40e, 111141 f.n
order in wstielt the word lia4 nequired it,
glandes of mewling. Many of I be defini-
tion. an. Mufti rated.
Excels in its Appendix wit 'eh is a packed
StOr1.11011JAPV Of TISeftl I ititOWiodge.
Excels as a Working Dictionary, No
other hook embodies Pio mitell teiefill in-
formation, or is SO indiripentisbki in the
home, study, school, Or office. •
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages with 6000 illustrations.
23,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LL.D., U. S.
Commiesioner of Education.
FREE- "A Test In Pronunciation:4 i n-
stria:live and entertsinuts
for :he whole family-. Also
Illustrated pamphlet.
G. & C. MERRIAM CO.,
• 
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FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Weelt Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open 40 both new and
old subscribers. If you ahe taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No. to, "The
Spring Girl" No, It, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pic-
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long' coat, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
to take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough 40 grace
the wails of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not be
duplicated in the retail stores for less
than 50 cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to pm
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscriber to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and biome
paper. The TWICE-A-VVIEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
One of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $1.
Remit by postoffice gr express
money order, registered letter or bank
draft. Do not send personal checks.
Write name and address plainly. Al-
dress an orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. Louis, Mo.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE:
Accident, Life.iLiability, Steam Builer-1
Campbell Block.
Office ,Pbone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
Caron Directory Company
Of- Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our pat rons and the citizens of Padasab. WS
have placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in dee morn
ing flitister office at 533 Brosdwa y. where the public is invited to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE4IXTH OF THE POPU LATION OF THE warm
STATE&
•
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Loaded Black Powder Seib
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
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• STORIES OF
• THE NOTABLES. *
NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED.
'Wm" Was No Dare Became Be Bad
Some Uncles Who Ware
*
4 Tops.).
There might be roam for argument
over the proposition that the trade en
profession makes the man; but in car-
tale cases there could be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
tracUon, gays Youth's Companion.
A worker among the children ol
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a class of hoys for the
staging teacher sa her settlement
Happening upon a little boy lumens
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment walker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the clam, asked him II
he would not like to join. The child
grinned and seemed
'[ Then the lady ended &mother bo
y,
still smaller, whom she bed not no-
ticed at first. Me, too, was longing
about the fruit stand, and evidently
belonged with the other.
"Oh, and year litUe *lead there,"
she said. pleasantly, "wenddat he ifite
to some and Mae, too?"
Tho first coloring spoke In-
disputably of Italy, a/though his speech
smashed cd the Bowery. The mallet
bore lair was also dark. When as
roPlY came to her question, the lady
wait on talking, trying to tagratiati
kerselt.
'Tour friend is Italia*. Mor she re
meets& betareogatively.
At this the little Italia& Morel laid
st ale lady, thus broke tato Swat
*Meek
"Mia.• be =Mahood, Wallas 10 UN
swam WWI. 'Slat a dame' TAM
with a 11111111711 lamas. '1 gum IMO
'fry, hinee got three =elms wort
cope!"
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
Blot Poseenelon of It Did Wo1 Wdgh
Against Her Chasms
for Relief.
--
A little girl at a reoent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set,
tlements talked grandly to visitors
about "our plamt." Pieces played co
the piano to amuse the children eve
dantly brought Me subteen to ism
Ulla& relates the New York Sun.
Chum very wreak:al Ironton who con
tributes mu= to the support a the
settlement heart' the child's remarks
"It seems to me," she said, rathei
censoriously to the head worker, "that
• cled113 whose fondly owns a plane
ten really safferlag for seed of help
11sere are plenty who are really is
seed. and I don t thiok It right° te
exelude them iu ?Ivor of one tithe
owns a piano
Seeking toll the clidd the head
worker questioned her closely.
"Did you say you had a plane at
roar house" et* asked
nres, indeed," responded the child.
cheerfully.
"Is it yours or your mothers!'
."It's atlas; Santa Claus brought tl
be me last year. '
Light beg= to dams on the settle'
•t worker's brain.
'And how large is your yllano--us
big as that?" pointing to the upright
in the room.
"Oh, no, mine is a feenty vanity
bit of a one, jest about so high," and
the little girl leaned down and meas
ared a distance of 12 or 15 inches
from the floor.
It turned out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement Itself a
year previously.
TOWN SAVED BY FORES
There Kaye Been Instances Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Week.
Baby forests are some of Cnebe
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been dope for some time in Nebras
ha. and now a new nursery is being
planted in California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the ell
mate there will be grown and in &bent
two years the seedlings will be ready
to be transplanted to their permanew
toes:Ions. The upper water shed of
the Santa Ynez river now is quite bans
or sparsely covered with chaparral
This is the *rater shed which supplies
the town of Santa Barbara with water
and it will be the first scene of atteiror
at reforestiag. Good forest growth is
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the waith,me down of silt
If unchecked this would ruin the res
erroin The enterprise is one phase el
the national ;endeavor to Induce and to
conserve the rainfall as wet) as to die
tribute the resulting water by the irri
/ration erotic. Italian Irrigation hae
bean termed the most economical in
atilizing water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. India's system is said
to illustrate examples of irrigation on
the largest scale, and America's yieRta
the most rapid dee‘lopment.
Buffalo in New York.
New York city bas in its zoological
garden a herd of 35 bisons, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
Oft. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest reserre. Bisons do not
derive in a city prrk, but the govern
meet herds nearer to a wild state are
Increasing, Tho American tuffalo May
be saved from extinction, after all.
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
ffeallsch when he rides," said the
horsey girl, "he bounces up and down
In his seat—"
' "nub!" interrupted the observant
the!, "whenever I me him riding he
fan helium down hi big mat
hides =bind his alpiresper."—PI$A20
$1011$14 hen.
6
•
•
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• THE CUSSEDNESS
OF FOLKS. *
• \
******************emeste
(Annie Laurie, in Chicago Examiner.)
Judge Hudson, of Denver, has de-
cided that no matt could compel his
wife to live under the same roof with
her mother-in-law and expect her to,
be a dutiful wife to him. Score one
for Judge Hudson.
• Wouldn't he be a 'good candidate
for president? I believe he would get
the ballot of every married voter in
the United States if they knew his
record on the mother-in-law question.
If you were to ask ten women what
made the first years of their married
life come near to ending in miserable
disaster, nine of them would whisper
in your ear, "His folks."
If you were to ask any ten men you
picked out of a crowd at random what
it was that almost separated them
front their wives when they were first
married, nine out of the ten would
look you in the eye with a look of
desperate courage and say, "Her
folks."
When will men and women learn
that a man marries his sweetheart
and not his sweetheart's mother and
sister and aunt and cousin?
When will doting parents learn that
just the one thing that isn't perfect
about the brand-new husband is his
relatives?
"Aren't all your in-laws queer?"
said a woman to me the other day.
"Mlne are."
Of course, all my in-laws are queer.
So are yours.
But they aren't half so queer as you
see when it comes to your iii-laws'
point of view. When my children
grow up and get married I hope to
goodness I will have sense enough
left to take my son aside on the day
that he announces his engagement
and tell him that winds may blow,
houses may fall, money may come
and go, but that 1 ant netsr under
any circumstances, and with any kind
of an excuse, going to let him talk
me into living in the house with him
and his wife.
And when my little girl leaves me,
the mother who bore her and wor-
ried over her and took care of her
when she was sick and petted her
when she was sorry, for sonic sprig
of a whipper-snapper she never saw
till a month or two before she de-
cided to give her life into his keep-
ing, I am going to tell her that she is
cutting out her own dress after her
own pattern and that she will have to
wear it, no matter how it fits—and
wear it alone, and I'm not going,to
tome and use with her and help her
fiad out what a mistake she's made.
I'd 'rather have a little back bed-
room with an oil stove in it and a bed
and a chair or two and a shelf of
books and some geraniums in the win
dow and a little clock ticking on the
mantel—a little roonenf my own that
cost roc with my board not over Sit)
a weels—than live in the most mag-
nificent house in the United States of
America and hate that somebody
else's hence.
"I pity any girl that had me for a
mother-in-law. and I'd make her life
a perfect burden, and I couldn't help
it. Think of being a disorderly, self-
willed woman oith a mind of her own
and having to live with a neat little
Priscilla of a person who would sniff
'scornfully every time she looked in
my door and .saw the books on the
floor and the hats on the tattle and
the box of chocolate creams under
the pillow! A
Neat? Vs'hy if I had to live in the
house with a neat woman l'h get tip
in the night and go dowostairs and
throw ink on the best rugs to show
her that I had a will of my own, if I
' was nothing but a mother-in-law.
mother-in-law! Now, honestly,
honey, with your sweet eyes are/
ur 1.'9°00 cheeks and your pretty
r an the soft voice that has
the one man in all the world to
Ili dose that nothing human can
ever come between you, you're crook
because your mother won't come and
live with, you and teach you how to
boss the cook and what to have for
dinner, and who is the best glove
cleanet in town, and where to keep
the croup medicine—honestly, now,
wouldn't you hate to stop being"Mary
Smith and just be Kittie Smith's
mother-in-law?"
You have your own friends, your
own ways, your own life. Do you
think it's fair to ask yeur mother or
his mother to give up her wa friends
and her own way and her own life
just to come and be a fifth wheel to
your coach, no matter how splendid
the coach is or how dearly you love
the driver of it?
There are some women so sweet
and so good tempered and so amiable
that they can live with their own
daughters-in-law and not wish they
bad a tent a thousand miles from no-
where a dozen times -t4!av.
There are some women so reason-
able and so affectionate, and so for-
giving that they can live under the
same roof with a mother-in-law and
,be perfectly comforatble.
Oh, yes, there ye.
I've seen 'theft', but they are just
about as rare as a black swan. I'm
not one of them myself; I'd rather
live with a wild catamount than the
stveetest mother-in-law in the world,
and -I wouldn't live with the best 'wo-
man who ever breathed if she was un-
lucky enough to he my daughter-in-
•law.
Smallest County in the Union.
,TTie emallest effaittkeizt the union
BrIstol county, R. T, which 'has only
•twenty-five square miles,
IPSIMISIlle*MO0**11414110.*•••••••
It is often claimed that artists and
scientists should not marry. A wife
and family, the contention 'runs, di-
vert a man's thoughts from pure art
or pure science to, money making and
in other ways besides they distract
and constrain him.
Henry James, who is usually seri-
ous, defended the above claim rather
frivolously at a dinner in New York
on his last visit..
"For example," he said, "a friend
of mine declared one night that he
believed in study. 'Nobody can learn
in a lifetinie all that should be known'
lie said. ' Amen ought never to as-
sume that his education is complete
I must and will keep abreast of the
times and I propose to begin the
study of astronomy at once.'
"'Jerome,' said this wife calmly,
'you'll have to think of some better
excuse than that for staying out to all
hours of the night.'"
The late Ferdinand Brunetiere, 'the
famous French writer, said of Amer-
ica in one of his witty after-dinner
speeches in St. Louis:
"You owe your progress in great
part to your inordinate energy and
ambition. This taloes you very young.
A wonderful thing, but a little hard
and pitiless. There is no \MOM for
old age in America.
"I remember calling on a friend of
mine 'n Brooklyn one afternoon. A
boy of 9 or to years opened the door.
"'Is Mr. Brown in?' said I.
"'I ant Brown,' the boy an-
swered. 'But perhaps you want to
see old Mr: Brown, my father.'
Chino Hari° was pleading in Wash
ington for the Indians' right so roam
in nomad fashion like their fathers.
"They tell us to trust to fortune."
Chitto natio said, "and then we'll
get our rights. But we are tired of
trusting to fortune. Fortune has used
us Indians as it used the paleface in-
structress at the Indian i,11Q01 in '97.-
Chitto Harjo smiled and went on:
"This instructrets found a horse-
shoe and to get good fortune put it
ender her pillow along with her false
teeth. In the morning in the hurry
of dressing she substituted the shoe
for the teeth and did not discover her
mistake till her affianced husband
asked her in tosses of horror at break-
fast what was the matter with her
mouth."
Apropos of Mr. Cartiegic's latest
gift an editor, taking out his note-
book, said the other day: "I can tell
sou of a gilt of $1.5o that Mr. Car-
negie ince refuted to give. Lei me
read,yeu the letter asking for this
gift."
With a laugh he read:
Detr Mr. Carnegie: Understanding
that you are blessed at present oith
an unusual surplus of income and
knowing well )opr generous spirit and
desire to do good to those who will
help themselves, I want to ask you to
make ire a contribution of $1.50.
When I was a young man my
mother gave me a hymnbook, which
I faithfully used. It is now, thanks
to my efforts, worn out and Ithink it
should be replaced and )ou are the
man to do this.
Appreciating to the full the Resler-
ous deeds that have made your name
illustrious in this and other couterYtt
and believing that in making me this
donation you will be carrying on the
spirit of your work. I am yours faith-
fully, MARK TWAIN.
P. S.—Don't send the hymnbook;
send the fieso.
Hilary K. Adair, the well-known de
tective, was complimented in Galves-
ton, Tex., on an arrest that he made.
The arrest had been mysteriously
echievod and hfr. Adair was saked to
explain it. This, though, he refused
to do.
"There arc so many ways of catch-
ing_ criminals," he said, laughing.
"You know what the old man told
his wife? She first said to him:
"Don't talk, John. You can't say
I ever ran after you.'
"'True,' the old man assented. 'And
you can't say the trap ever runs after
the mouse, either, hut it gathers him
in just the same.' "
Written When Wallington Died.
(Lod )n Courier of Jan. 24, Moo.)
The melancholy account of the
death of General Washington Was
brought by a vessel from Baltimoro
which arrived off Dover. General
Washington was, we believe, in his
sixty-eighth year. In voluntarily re-
signing the magistracy which he has
filled with such distinguished honor
he enjoyed the unequaled satisfaction
of leaving to the state lic had con-
tributed to establish the fruits of his
w-isdom and the example of his vir-
tues. It is some consolation amid the
violence of ambition and criminal
thirst of power of which so many in-
stances occur around us to find a
character whom it is honorable to ad-
mire and virtuous to imitate. A con-
queror for freedom of his country, a
k•gislator for it sseeurity, a magis-
trate for its happiness. His glories
were never sullied by those excesses
into which the itighest qualities are
apt to degenerate. With the greatest
virtues he was exempt front the cor-
responding vices. He was a man .in
whom the elements were so mixed
that "nature mikht have stood up to
11 the wpr d ad owned him as her
Work." "Nittreded fit no
country, will be confined to no age' r
iiicANKETING OF COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL
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Be Maintained in Spite of the
BY S. Ps KISER. Dust and Dirt.
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlowalte, "I
"What's the trouble." he asked.
"I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant, and I know It is so hard for
you to scrape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about tte first of the month, but I
simply must have $20."
"Twent—say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
life insurance president? You might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquelated with any-
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are gelog that
way bring them around and I'll pay
him well for hie time. What do you
wont $20 goer
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Croespatoh.
I'll get along without it some way
I know that I'm net worth half what
east you, and—and I'm going to take
up steograohy or music or be a elitis-
t's& Science heats, or something, so
Mat I will be able to earn money and
-and not aleraye be such an ethane
In you. It must be ja—just turfble
for a man to have to give up every.
thing for a woman he doesn't love
when be might bate so mu= if he had
UMW married her, and—"
"There late gild what's the am of
Mating that wsy7 You knew I'd be
the happiest man in the world If 1
weld pile bundisa el money at your
feet every moralist sad give You the
privilege of doing what you liked with
It But really yen bow, I deLn't
expect to be celled on for way more en
tram far a few wee= and had it ell
figured out fa that I'd be just oboist
able to start in oven next umiak Of
coarse I can give you the money if
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh If there are to be any buts
please don't say &tutting more about
It. I appreciate your kindness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful &slash of
me to leave you to practice aL self-
denial. Never mind, I'll get along with-
out IL I will show you that I sae be
brave, 01•11 it I am merely a upsets, ex-
pence to you."
"Hurrah! Now Ws be so plasaant
for ms to go away to wcrk and keep
thinklag all day of our joyful parting,
east inssaine me whistling gadly at my
leak as I remember that little old VO
mid the look you gave me as you told
ass you'd get along witbautit. In my
taihd's eye lean see myself calmly smok-
tag my cigar after lunch and thinking,
as I watch the rings earl upward, of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
soble sacrifice. Oh, yes: But come an,
dear, let's not quarrel over a little
money Of course you can have it. What
ens I earning money for if it isn't to
love you happiness? And please don't
ta:k any more about doing things for
the ptgpose of earning case yourself
You 'On it as it Is. Your love is worth
thousand times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
Sown to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity. don't you? Ab if you 00tild
only know how loeg the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
ustiSti't love or admire you more thar
do if you were so rich that you could
hey everything John D. has and turn
him out of house and home. Have you
the i ioney with you or shall I have to
get a check cashed?"
"Here it Is. Nl'hat are you going to
truy?"
"Why, you see, I beard from Min
Westrott. the dressnoiker, yesterday,
and she ean come to me thred days this
week. so : shall have t3 get something
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?"
"Yes. I have, only Miss Westcott lass
these three days that she can give !EP."
"I can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire licr simply be
lause she has three days for which she
Isn't engaged."
si'm not, you dear nld goose, but yon
me, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing.
too, who is erazy to get her, will base
her over thei e and fled out snout all the
things I've had remade and the lace rem
nan ts and—and —everythi ng, you
know."
"Well, but why snotrol you care, ae
long as your clothes fit well and look
dile and are just a; ;stood as if they hail
cost flee or six times as much as they
lid"
"Oh, dear!" See sighed, as she sat
leere. clutching the money, after se age
gone. "I wonder how men, being es.
@tunic/, ever manage to get along at all?
-'-CL leae3 Record- Herald.
most Obey Orders.
As an illustration of carrying mi I I tan
ttacipline WO far, this story is told ba
Gee. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cer-
tain colonel who, in the middle of a cane
paign was seized with a sudden Rehm
about hygiene. He ordered that all his
men change their shirts at once. This
order was duly carried out, except it
the case of one comptcy. where the pra
rates' wardrobes bad been sad:y do
pleted. The captain of this company in.
formed the colonel that none of his men
could change their shirts, since they
had only one apiece. The colonel hest
tated a nioment, then said. firmly: 'Or
den s must be obeyed. Let the men
change shirts with each other.'"—Boe
ton Herald.
"Learn to ix."
natant to mix," is the advise oree
to his ouplbs by Prof. Freak J. Slinei
of the
cljenliffivemrty notowadebalyesagod 
Most
o leara 
be WI, but tore tronble Ii that flab
gibing too oftpu Is dose wilb drbias
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of how to appear well groomed
ehen at home is the understanding of
how to make the best of oneself when
traveling. It is at such a time as title
that even more care than usual is niece
emery, for what with dust and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lace
of proper sleep is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, ualass my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though criti-
cal friends.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just a little ex-
tra effort. For instance, a small case
ehould be included in the list of neces-
sities, and this should contain six or
eight wide-mouthed bottles in which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carried. If the journey is to be a
long one, the lotions may be carried in
• concentrated form and used by add-
ing an extra amount of water on the
train.
; Of course it goes without saying that
I the wise woman of to-day is sufBciently
Informed to avoid the use of soap and
water entirely for the purpose of clean'
• lag her face at such times. True,
, grime and tiny bits of coal and eine
den; will fly about and imbed them-
selves in the skin in, the most delib-
erate and tantalizing fashion, and luau.
ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of remov-
ing these diellguring additions. Un-
fortunately, however, the use of so
much scrubbing and rubbing only
serves to irritate the skin, makes the
lace tender and thus renders it Napo*.
Obits to keep the complexion in any.
thing like a pie/Laing condition.
The use of the lettuce cream for
tleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
ezethosis with which the readers are
sot so familiar, and one of these is in
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula for
which has often appeared before. this
'emedy is made by adding to stx ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon,
*se dram of borax, and one-half thana
If glycerin. A few (imps of tincture of
benzoin may also be added if desired.
It is employed by mixing it with the
almond meal Into a thin paste, and
then spreading It carefully over the
lace and neck and allowing it to remain
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
grst of all cleansing the face with the
lettuce cream and then applying the
pasts, and allowing it to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
completed. This pasts may then be
washed off carefully, a good powder
dusted on, and the skin will look as
refreshed and Improved as though a
good 111111411311 had been expending eh
torts upon it.
For those who have not the patience
'0 experiment with the paste and who
'insist in frequent ablutions, the al-
mond meal itself, sprinkled in the wa-
ve, will be found to be excellent is
Oars elt map.
BAMBOO FERN STAND.
tt Is lastly Constructed and Makes
an Attractive Rustic Ornament
for the HOUlle.
This is an easily-constructed stand
'hat costs but verr little. It may be
made either of bamboo or 'rustle
trenches. The bamboo can be bought
it almost any oil and color dealer's.
and at most furnishing warehouses,
Three lengths of suitable height are
coal: BE MADE AT HOME.
required, and two circular pieces of
wood. Holes must be burnt in the
bamboo, then long brass .crews are
paged into the holes and sereered Into
the wood. The wood should be stained
ar painted. and the edge, if liked, may
be finished with fancy gimp, fixed on
by tacks.
When Gentleman Precedes.
At the theater the gentleman pro
tedes the lady and stands at the en-
trance to their scats to allow her to
pass In first. The same at church. The
gentleman takes the lead also in leav-
ing. He will assist the lady in putting
an her wraps before he puts en his
town overcoat.
With Large Hips.
The woman with the large hips
should have her long coat almost
etrassla wailer the arms, Is the
11111.0.2moirmoge4R-orabossaliad
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County Work 3 _ialty.
Old 'Phone 620-3. Tyler, Ky,
I. IC. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLP
Hendrick, Miller
alb Marble
LAWYERS,
Practice in all the courts of ties
State. Both phones 31.
R001/111 I, 1, 3 and 4, Register Builds
mg, 523 1-1 Broadway.
•
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.O.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rosins 5 and 6, Register Building
s23 1-a Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone ego; Old 1437 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
__a
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED )1
LAWYERS
Rooms to, ti and zz, Columbia Bldg,
PADUCAH, KY.
A1BEN11. BARKLEY!
Attorney at Law.
Room No. 5. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICERS: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room zee Fraternity Building.
New Phone ire Old Phone 4114A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT 1
Lawyer,
Will Practice in all Courts of Kea
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 3o6 Broadway—Phone tao I
Residence Bro Broadway.
Phone reg.
-0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
4or Fraternity Building.
Old Phone oil Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKV
A. S D.AB NEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building
TEL. srr 'R
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Choose YourILIEUTENANT
Druggist
WITH' THE SAME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
as important to you as the knowledge
and skill of the man who orders it.
You select your doctor because you
have confidence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good rea-
son. The work of each depends for
Its success on the work of the other.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.
Read that over again and think
about it.
McPherson's
DrugeStore.:
e-++++++111sirf tit•ilkeel
•
POPULAR WANTS. I,
•
ft • • • • • • • • • • • 9
POR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
kWh and Broadway. Apply to B. Ai
Scott.
For up-to-date c:eaning and press-
ing garments go to Solomon the Tail-
or. 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
WANTED--Erperienced man to
deliver and ode erdcre for teas, cof-
fees and giuccries. Apply J. R. Lane,
Mgr. Great Southeru lea and Coffee
Co.. 113 South Second.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
theatre and Cochran flots on North
Ninth, gold locket with monogram
''M. V. L'.' engraved, containing
lady's picture. Finder reteuu to Reg-
ister and receive reward.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men bet-wets
ages of 18 and 35; citizens of United
State*, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D SMITH, JR., it8 Fra
'entity building.
Doubts.
There 4% as a clarity in Southern Ten
'lessee named Eph Friday, who died
a short time ago. Epli was neither a
member of a church nor of a lodge,
and thus he had no one to deliver an
address or a prayer at his burial. At
last an old uncle consented to say a
few remarks for the departed sou!.
'As the coffin was being lowered into
The grave the old uncle said to the
assembled mourners:
""Fph Friday, we trusts you hali
gone to de place whar we 'spects you
ain't."—FN.
Public Salo
The following list of household
and kitchen furnittwe will be
sold at public outcry to the high-
est bidder at residence. 730 Jef-
ferson stseet, on
Thursday Morning
Feb. 28, 1907
AT to O'CLOCK SHARP.
Terms; all sums under $5 cash,
over that amount to days with
approved security.
Piece Mahogany set, leather
chair, / leather bottom chair,
e center tables, r book case and
books, i brass bed complete
wings and mattress, x mahog-
any dresser and wash stand, 2
oak rockers, i refrigerator, i buf-
fet, 2 dining room table and 7
chairs, r bird's eye maple bed,
dresser and rocker, r hat rack,
range, r kitchen cabinet, i porch
set, 4 rugs, a rruittinge, i hall
tracker, linoleum, x full set dish-
es, r cot and mattress, x lawn
mower, a kitchen tables, 2 double
blankets, 5 comforts, 2 large size
feather pillows, 4 medium size
pillows, /ace and swiss curtains,
12 shades, r oval nairrow, pic-
tures, clothes hamper. 2 wash
stand sets, wash tubs, board,
clothes-basket, and other articles
too numerout to mention.
.' . . ai orJ the Isentetichtottosfe ofeainfr_treib ier,ti.MiesC(suancei;morning he finds the leg- of ‘-eacr:Al
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RESUMED DESK
LIEUTENANT POTTER BACK
IN COMMAND OF NIGHT
FORCE,
SICK ONE WEEK WITH
GRIP AND RHEUMATISM
J. 0. EISON AND HARVEY LINN
ENGAGED IN FIGHT AT
THE WHARFBOAT.
Green Bennett Does Not Want His
"Yeller" Dog Killed—Other
Police Business.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter was able
to resume his command of the night
rolice force last evening after a
week's confinement with la grippe and
rheumatism. The illness made him
quite, weak, but he is able to again
be at his desk, which was looked after
during his confinement by Rounds-
man Emile Gourieux who returned to
his duty.
• Lively Scrap.
J. Cf. -Fists') and Harvey Linn were
orrested at noon yesterday by °Weis
Cross and Johnson on the charge of
engaging in a scrap on the wharf-
boat. They agreed to a tine of $10
cach and were released. One of them
had a gun which was found lying on
the wharf where the owner dropped
it to prevent the officers catching
him with the pistol in his pocket. The
police took the gun, as neither would
claim ownership and thereby stand
a chance of being fined and sent to
jail for carrying it concealed. Fitton
lives in the city and Linn over about
Prookpore
"Yeller" Dog Lost
Green Bennett of the Max.!, Ols:
section of the county notified the
police yesterday that his yellow and
white shepherd dog was missing in
the city, lie din not want it to get
in the pound and be slaughtered, if
taken up.
•••1=11•1•=. fit'11'•
Charged With Cursing,.
ifficers Johnson and Cross 3-ester4
slay arrested George Fulton on a war-
rant charging him N% ith cursing Frank
Fletcher.
Drunkenness Charged.
Ed. Clark was arrested by Special
Officer Dick Tolbert of the I. C. yard
force on the charge of being drunk.
Dog Onslaught.
Chief James Collins has instructed
the patrolmen to hold up on their
visits to every home in the city to
see who has dogs, as the owners are
corning in pretty fast and paying the
city license exacted forooach canine
possessed. Already 122 Wwners have
paid on their dogs and the chief will
give some few days yet for the bal-
ance so pay up, but after that time
will have the patrolmen to take the
name of every owner who has not
paid his license, and then swear out
warrants, charging them with viola-
tion of the city laws by not liquidat-
ing. The owner will then be fined
and have to pay the license in addi-
tion.
Just Disappeared.
Frank. Just, who ran a barber -hop
on North Fourth near Broadway, has
not been seen in the city since Satur-
day, and his whereabouts are
known. He was fined two weeks ago
for carrying a revolver concealed and
given a jail sentence bet appealed the
case from the police court. Next day
the police raided a gambling den on
the third floor above his shop and
got out warrants charging Charles
Slaughter and Judge Beasley with
operating the place, Just swearing he
rented them the room. Just is wanted
as a witness in the gambling charge.
but cannot be located by the police.
If he does not show up his Sion
bond will be declared forfeited
May Have Been Robbed.
A paste of glass was found broker;
in the second floor window at the
Stutz candy factory on Second and
Jefferson streets yesterday morning,
and although nothing can be missed
thus far from the big stock carried,
the proprietor has the police working
oil the case. fearing robbery.
•
Ferguson Still Fugitive.
As yet nothing has developed to
indicate the whereabouts of Stonewall
Ferguson, who stabbed Gus Morris
to death Sunday evening at Eigth and
Campbell street. His friends believe
he will come in and surrender, as he
claims extenuating circumstances. The
officers continue vigilently at their
work of searching for him.
'After the Cbicicens.
Mr. George Sisk, the Tenth and
day1
Jackson street grocer, found yester-
morning that the night before
someone hail entered his hen house
and stolen half a dozen fine fowls.
Some varmint seems to be visiting
GENUINEt
MADEWATER
THOMAS STROUD KILLED
MAN AT LOS ANGELES
FRIENDS IN THLS CITY HAVE PECEIVED WORD OF THE UN-
FORTUNATE AFFAIR, BUT NOTHING HAS BEEN LEARNED
OF THE DETAILS LEADIN 0 UP TO THE KILLING—THE
YOUNG MAN IS OF GOOD FAMILY OF PADUCAH, AND
LAST YEAR WENT TO LOS ANGELES WHERE HE MAR-
RIED FORMER PADUCAH GIRL. MISS INELLIE STOKES, A
BEAUTIFUL AND POPULAR LADY, THE DAUGHTER OF
MR. W. H. STOKES.
Paducah friends melt be startled es
learn that Thomas Stroud, the boil-
Lonaker, formerly connected with the
illinois Central railroad shops its On;
city. killed some man the night of
Saturday, February 22, at Los Ange-
les, Cal.. where the now resides. None
of the details are known, bare infor
mation to this effect'being received
by Colonel loaned Sutherland, this
police commissioner, who-is a candi-
date for city assessor, in a letter front
the colonel's daughter, Mts. W. II.
Englert of Pamona, Cal., which is
only a few nfiles from Los Angeles.
In her letter Mrs. Englert simply
remarked to Cher father, who got the
epistle yesterday morning, that the
Saturday night in question the boiler-
maker killed souse one in Los Ange-
les..but Mrs. Englert knew notHing
of the particulars.
Young Stroud is a man about thirty
years of age, and for years connected
stith the boilerinaking department for
the railroad shops here. Last year
Ire went to Los Angeles and was
there united in marriage to Miss Nel-
lie Stokes., daughter of Mr. William
Stokes, who resided at 2.4 South
Fourth street. Mr. Stokes was the
%tell known carpenter who went west
Iasi year on account of the had
health of his wife. His daughter,
:Sfiss Nellie remained here at her dit-
ties of stenographer for the Loeb &
Bleoin wholesale whiskey house on
North Second street. She followed
the family some months later, and
afterwards Young Stroud joined her
out there and they were married.
Mr. Stroud is a son of Mrs. Ellen
Stroud, who resided until last year
with ter son, Mr. John Stroud of
West Madison -near Fountain avenue.
The latter was one of the foremen
at the railroad shops, but some
rocntlis ago moved to Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on account of his health
cud the mother accompanied them.
Thomas Stroud is a man who
stsnds well with all who know lim,
eiel thus far nothing has been re-
cc:ved here giving the details of the
killnor, who the victim was or what
was the outcome of the trial.
His wife is a niece of Mr. William
Ellithorpe. the Illinois Central ra!-
rnader of South Eghth street.
JACKSON FOUNDRY: IS MACHINE Co.
Heavy steam hammer forgings.
machinery and boilers repairecIntruc-
tural iron for buildings. mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laudry machinery, boiler
and engine cheap.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. _
RIVER NEWS .
Cairo, 27.6 rising.
Chattanooga, 92 rising
Cincinnati, ii o rising.
Evansville, 17.5 rising.
Florence, 4.4 rising.
Johnsonville. R.o
Louisvill, .78 rising.
Mt. Carmel, s.8
Nashville, 27.1 rising.
Pittsburg, so rising.
Davis Island Dam, missing.
St. Louis, 15.5 standing.
Mt. Vernon, 15.8 rising.
Paducah. 19.4 rising.
The Clyde, Condor, Maud Kilgore
end James Duffy arc all undergoing
rspairs on the marine ways.
The Harvester is due up from the
Mississippi, bound for Pittsburg with
thirty-eight empty coal boats for the
West Kentucky Coal company of this
city. •
Clerk Henry Hopf has *signed
his place on the Joe Fowler and yes-
terday shipped as third clerk on the
W. Buttorff.
The City of Saltillo leaves $t.
I:ouis tomorrow and gets here Stm-
Oay morning on her way up the Ten-
nessee river.
The steamer City of Memphis left
yesterday for the Tennessee river.
She comes back next Monday nigh.
I This morning at 8 o'clock the DickFowler gets out for Cairo and comes
back tonight.
The Joe Fowler comes in today from
Evansville and departs at once on her
return that way.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes-
terday and comes back Sunday.
The John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight and
remains here until 5 o'clock next
Saturday afternoon before departing
on her return that way.
The Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
DEAD ANIMALS CAUSING
TROUBLE AT OWENSBORO
istunshoro. Ky., Feb. 27 —The des.
poeition of dead animals Is causing
the local city authorities much em-
baraeament here just noo. The city
has a contract with O'Brien & Son to
d 'pose of all dead animals for $8
a riontli. This firm leased a lot from
one lira. Guthrie and built a plant
to convert parts of the animate into
soap grase and other parts into ferti-
lizer, and they have been tiding this
satisfactorily, but now the county
beard of health is interfering and for-
bidding the firm to carry on its ope-
rations where they are, as it is in
the county outside the city limits.
As there was an accumulation of
thirty carcasses, the firm decided to
bury them, but then Mrs. Guthrie ob-
jected and would not have this done
on the score that she leased the land
for soap factory purposes and not for
a cemetery for dead animals. The
matter has been referred to the city
aothorities, and it is said art ordi-
nance will be passed as quickly as
possible requiring owners of ear-
cesree to dispose of them as best they
can
Mother— Tommie,little boys shuttle!
be seen rind not heard when taking
their soup. Tommie—How long will
it be before t can take my soup like
papa.- Yonkers Statesman
650o AUTOMOBILE.
We have for sale a to horse power,
Ford autonaobile in the best of con-
dition in every respect. and with ab-
solutely no repairs necessary, for $p:se
cash. Full particulars given on. re-
quest.
FOREMAN BROS. worth Fourth st.
tcrday and gets here tomorrow- en
route up to Cincinnati.
The Georgia Lee should leave Cin-
cinnati tomorrow and get here the
first of next week on her way down
to Memphis.
WI C.L II :MEETING
THIS AFTERNOON
BODY MEETS AT THE FIRST
BAPTIST CHURCH LEC-
TURE ROOM.
The Luther League Assembles This
Afternoon at Home of Miss
Steinhausw—Church
Matters.
The ,Women's Chnetran Temper-
isu ! onion meets this afternoon at 3
o'clock in regular weekly cssion at
the First Baptist church lecture
reenn.
Luther League.
The Luther League of the German
Lutheran church will meet this after-
noon with Miss Lucy Steinhauer at
her home! on South Fifth street.
Mite Society.
he Mite tiociety ui the German
Evangelical church of South .Fifth
street will meet this afternoon with
Mrs. John Rock of 224 North Sixth
etreet. ,
Difference in Weather.
The wife of Rev. William Roue-
quin of • the Evangelical church is
stetting in Wooster, 0., and the di-
vine yesterday received a letter from
her stating it was 2 decrees below
zero at that place last Saturday.
This is quite a difference ,in the ele-
ments tie compared on that date with
Paducah, as it was very 11 34111 here
then.
Venezuela.
Venezuela is old Spain, the Spain
of Washington Irving eighty years
ago She ha' nitich beauty, her
people have the same Andalustan
charm, and year for year since the
time of Columbus the can show as
much romance, as iptricate diplomacy
and As prinutive inns as exishd
beyond the Pyrenees before the guide-
books were bound in red.
But ,the proper way to see Vene-
zuela is not through a guidebook, sup-
posing there were one, or to limit
one's days to a circular tour in which
everything is reckoned by the dollar;
the spirit of the land must be found
tefore its genius can be understood.
Kipliag's refrain of "somewhere east
of Seer" can be paraphrased into
"semi. a Lure 1-nuth ef Hater:ire" then
the Anwrieato like his British tonsils.
will be able to feel the clutch of
tropic life. and Ille ,111311Cf of it VI ill
not be modernized into comic opera.--
Albert Hale, in Ttte Reader.
Lamas Savory Biscuits.
Crisp some water or plain oatmeal
biscuits 61 the oven and let them get
cold. Have the following paste ready
and just before serving spread it on
the biscuits: Dissolve two ounces of
butter at a slow hest, stir into it a
smelt teaspoonful of mustard, a pinch
of cayenne pepper, a tablespoonful of
tertian ;Once and a good pinch of curry
mixed. set the paste on one side to
izt,,w fold before using.
Costly Edition de Utile.
\ work ohich costs $t000 lot'
This is the price of a fine art work.
"Les Femmes de Versailles." which a
Paris firm is issuing It is in five
parts, each of which contains ten
plates, in the exact colors of the
original pictures.
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
ishes caused by. the cold
winds.
DELIGHTFUL. TO USE
AFTER SHAVING
For Sale only at
BACON'S
DWG STORK
rtrinothroviroortrirteutri /111r1.11.11.114 u truu
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ONLY HEALTHY SHOULD WED
So Says Sanitary of Iowa Board In
Discussing Social Evil.
it
Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 27.—Certifi-
cates of good health before the issu-
ance of a marriage license is a reform
for Iowa advocated by Secretary •
Louie A. Thomas of the state board
of health in the cuerene issue of the
Iowa health bulletin. •
Dr. Thomas declares that present
laws regulating the social evil have
been iirpracticable, and contends that
"prohibitive legislation" is of no
value.
He saggeste as a cure for the evil,
with it, attending appalling mortality,
"compulsory education. supplemented
by parental discipline and instruction
in the home.
"But to obtain even partially 'satis-
factory results from this source," he
continues, "we must face the question
squarely and devise a rational mode
of instruction, then train the instruc-
tors and parents how, obeli amid where
to apply it in no intelligent manner:
otherwise th u r.-i•., %sill be infinitesi-
mal and perhape coca detrimental "
Women of the World,
eone- of the happieet day. ot Patti's
girlhood were passed at the Russian
court. The Emperor Alexander I and
the Empress Marie permitted henin
call them "papa" and 'mamma." and
treated her as one of themselves She
was present at a ball in the palace,
dancing with and made much of by
everybody save the czarowitz, after-
wards Alexander II, husband of the
Danish Princess Dagmar, whom he
adored -Sir," said Patti to 'him with
a little pout, ")vu do not ask 1lTe (C)
dance!" "Itfademoieelle." replied the
prince. ei "illy dance with no wife
n Turner. of Melbourne, who
advoca.ed the cams* of woman's suf-
frage for many years, has proefaigned
publicly that he is no longer in favor
of it. What he heard and saw during
the recent commonweal& general
election changed his views He says.
"Evil has been wrought that it will
take years to eradicate. Dissension
and disintegration have fallen upon
the domestic circle Lifelong friend-
ships have been withered and an at-
titude of defiance Lis replaced that
offectionate trustfulness which is wo
Sal
•
man's hiefest charm
I if roe eol4 oeeeeery-
body an outside room your troubles
would be few?"
"They would," responded the hotel
clerk; If I could give everybody an
etuside room at an inside price " —
Louisville Conner Journal
1111AT DO Y011 MINK Of THIS?
Another big factory shipment of guitars that go at unheard of low
prices.
No. . Best Guitar shown for the price, only . . ..... 1.15
No. 2 Guitar, Well, good tome, extra valise  
No. 3. Guitar, Two Piece Back. better than No. 2 ......
. Mule 
No. 4. Guitar, Celluloid Edge, Two Piece Back, fOssa Ono, ens
fini1111, regular $3.5o guitar for $285
No. 9. Solid Oak Guitar, Ladies size, very fine tone, guerenteed in
every way, worth $5.00 for $395
Other numbers from $4.45 to Sis.00.
Money back if our guitars don't mit you.
E.wilsonw...tokz
At Harbour's Departntent. Store
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
P54L1 OoSIEA2,
REAL
PITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.
Office and Elevator
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